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LIGHT ASPHALTIC OIL ROAD SURFACES 
Reported by C. L. McKESSON, Materials and Research Engineer, California Department of Public Works, Division of Highways, and W. N. FRICKSTAD, Highway 

Engineer, United States Bureau of Public Roads ! 

N ALL States the problem of developing satisfactory 
l types of surface for light-traffic roads is an impor- 

tant one because of the large mileage of such roads 
in the county and local systems, and even in the sys- 
tems that are set apart for improvement by the States. 

In the Western States the need for such types of 
construction is felt, perhaps more sharply than in other 
sections, not only because of the somewhat more exten- 
sive mileage on which traffic is now and will remain 
light, but also because similar forms of construction 
are needed for the initial improvement of a very con- 
siderable mileage upon which a rapid increase of traffic 
is expected. On roads of the latter class the inexpen- 
sive surface is regarded as merely a first stage of im- 
provement, to be replaced as traffic demands and 
funds become available; but for the present the prob- 
lem is one of improving the service of such roads at 
minimum expense in order that the benefit may be 
quickly and widely distributed over a large mileage. 

To meet this need the States of the West have built 
in recent years many miles of traffic-bound metaled 
roads, the surfacing material of which is finely crushed 
rock or gravel. Differing from waterbound macadam 
in several aspects this type has practically supplanted 
true macadam because it is less expensive in first cost 
and more readily maintained under traffic. However, 
such surfaces wear rapidly under traffic, and highway 
authorities are becoming seriously concerned at the 
mounting cost of renewing the road metal. Also, the 
dust nuisance is very annoying, costly and even dan- 
gerous, and the cost of operating vehicles upon these 
surfaces is rather high. 

Recognizing the objectionable features of present 
practices, and convinced of the necessity of developing 
satisfactory types of highway surfacing intermediate 
between ordinary gravel and sand-clay and the expen- 
sive pavement types, and having in mind, especially, 
the need of such types in the Western States, the 
United States Bureau of Public Roads and the Cali- 
fornia Highway Commission, in 1926, undertook the 
cooperative investigation of w ‘hich the preliminary find- 
ings are presented in this report. 

The particular purposes of the investigation were to 
determine the service value that may be expected of 
fine crushed rock and gravel surfaces; to ascertain what 
methods might be employed to conserve material and 
increase serviceability by the use of bituminous 
material; and to study their value as bases for higher 
types of less cost than the plant-mixed surfaces. 
Rather than undertake experimental construction, it 
was hoped the solution would be found in an examina- 
tion and analysis of surfaces already existing. 

The first effort upon inauguration of the “study was 
the accumulation of data regarding successful and 
unsuccessful examples of the respective types, records 
of processes and materials, cost data, weather and soil 
information, service history, and maintenance methods 
and costs. These examples were found to fall within 
three natural groups: 

1B. A. Anderton, formerly of the Bureau of Public Roads, collaborated in the 
field investigations on which this report is based. 

62201—27——1 

1. Untreated surface, 
rock or gravel type. 

2. Roadway, either natural soil or metaled, treated 
with “light” or ‘‘fuel”’? asphaltic oil, material which 
can be applied at atmospheric temperature or by gentle 
warming. 

3. Metaled roadways treated with 
with soft grades of asphalt. 

The multiplicity of roadway types within the field of 
the study even when limited to the Western States, has 
made clear that much time will be required to complete 
the work undertaken. In the meantime, the disadvan- 
tages of untreated surfaces have become all too apparent 
and everywhere there is a desire to find the remedy at 
the earliest possible date. Many experiments are 
being undertaken, some of which repeat methods 
discarded elsewhere. Therefore a progress report has 
been prepared for publication by the California Division 
of Highways, and the essential portions of this report 
are reproduced in this article. This is done to make 
immediately available to highway authorities certain 
information that has been gathered as to the use of 
“light”? asphaltic oil residuum in the two Pacific coast 
States of Oregon and California. Field, office, and labor- 
atory data pertaining to the second group of examples 
above mentioned are presented and discussed; and suffi- 
cient data pertaining to the first group, “Untreated 
surfaces,’ are included to tie the main subject to the 
present construction and maintenance situation. 

Although ‘‘road”’ oils and soft asphalts overlap the 
field of ‘fuel’? oil, and some mention thereof will 
necessarily find its way into this progress report, the 
use of the former has not been examined sufficiently to 
warrant presentation at this time. The study of sur- 
face treatments with the heavier asphaltic products, 
and the possibility of utilizing existing crushed rock 
and gravel surfaces as bases for bituminous macadam 
construction, are the purposes of the extension of the 
investigation. Consequently, no general conclusions as 
to relative utility of types are yet formulated. Such 
conclusions as are here presented relate to the scope 
of this progress report only. 

generally of the fine crushed 

‘road.’ .oil or 

FINE CRUSHED ROCK AND GRAVEL SURFACES 

As commonly constructed, the fine crushed rock and 
cravel surfaces are built in two courses to a total thick- 
ness of about 6 inches. The maximum size of the base 
stone is approximately 114 inches and that of the top 
course, 1 inch or 34 ei Crusher-run material is 
used for both courses—often with an admixture of clay 
or other binder—and both courses are compacted under 
traffic, the construction trucking being utilized as much 
as possible for this purpose. 

Such surfaces are maintained by frequent blading 
or dragging or by a combination of the two. Ideally, 
there should be maintained on the surface of the road 
a light mulch, consisting of about half an inch of loose 
fine material to protect the compacted metal beneath; 
and the constant working of this fine material across 
the surface has been found effective as a means of pre- 
venting the formation of pits and corrugations. 

125 
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Intended for light traffic, and serving best where the 
traffic does not exceed 300 vehicles per day, these roads 
can usually be kept smooth at a yearly cost of about 
$1 per mile for each unit of average daily traffic. For 
example, a road carrying an average traffic of 300 ve- 
hicles per day can be kept smooth at a cost of about 
$300 per mile per vear. 

This, however, does not include the cost of replacing 
the material worn from the surface by the traffic, a loss 
which is very considerable, and which, with the ac- 
companying dust nuisance, is perhaps the most serious 
objection to the types. Estimating from the interval 
between resurfacing operations and the amount of metal 
added, reports received indicate that from 1 to 1% 
inches of metal will be removed in a year by a traffic 
of 500 vehicles a day. It is possible that these are 
extreme cases, and that the heavy loss indicated is the 
result of imperfect compacting or the use of inferior 
material; but even if the estimates be heavily dis- 
counted, and the loss be assumed to average no more 
than three-fourths inch of compacted material a year, 
the annual cost of replacement, at $2.50 per cubic 
yard, loose measurement, will be $750 a mile of 18-foot 
surface. Adding to this the $500 per mile required for 
ordinary maintenance, the total annual cost of upkeep 
for an 18-foot roadway, carrying 500 vehicles a day, is 
found to be no less than $1,250 a mile; and this is a 
conservative figure, as indicated by the detailed cost 
data to be found elsewhere in this report. 

The other objections that have been raised against 
the type are, (1) that the tractive resistance of the 
surface is high, and (2) that it causes heavy tire wear. 

Recognizing these defects, the Oregon State High- 
way Commission, in 1923, conducted experiments with 
a view to developing methods of treating the fine 
crushed metal with bituminous materials to improve its 
service and reduce the heavy loss by attrition; and the 
successful use in these experiments of a light asphaltic 
residual oil, known locally as ‘‘fuel oil” led to the use 
of the material for the treatment of several hundred 
miles by the commission in 1924, 1925, and 1926. 

Impressed by the Oregon experience, the California 
Division of Highways conducted similar experiments in 
1925, which were followed by the oiling of 190 miles of 
State highway in 1926, and by the scheduling of about 
700 miles for oiling in 1927; and the Washington and 
Idaho State Highway Departments also treated experi- 
mental sections in 1926, using methods adapted from 
Oregon practice. 

OIL TREATMENT OF FINE CRUSHED ROCK AND GRAVEL ROADS 

Two general methods of treatment have been de- 
veloped, which may be described, respectively, as the 
method of surface treatment, and the method of surface 
mixing. These are briefly described as follows: 

Surface treatment method—This treatment as prac- 
ticed in Oregon and California contemplates the im- 
pregnation of the upper portion of a compacted fine 
crushed rock or gravel road with light asphaltic oil. 
The process resembles the ordinary surface treatment 
of macadam when light oils or tars are used, but differs 
from surface treatments with heavy oils in that there 
is no formation of a distinct mat of stone, chips, and 
binder. For practical reasons, some cover material is 
commonly used, but the amount is usually limited, 
and the light oil so penetrates the road crust that there 
is finally little left on the surface to be absorbed by the 
application of chips. 

The first step in this process is the thorough sweep- 
ing of the existing road surface with a power broom, 
supplemented by hand brooming if necessary, to re- 
move all loose material and scales of fines and expose 
the compacted rock surface. The light oil is then 
applied under pressure at the rate of about three-tenths 
of a gallon per square yard and allowed to penetrate, 
the time required depending upon the texture of the 
surface and the viscosity of the oil. Usually two or 
three days is sufficient, during which time the road is 
closed to traffic if practicable. At this stage in Oregon 
small imperfections in the surface are repaired with a 
lean mixture of oil and aggregate. 
When the first application of oil has thoroughly 

penetrated, a second is spread at the rate of about 
two-tenths of a gallon per square yard, and, as before, 
is allowed to stand for several days without traffic if 
possible, while the oil is being partially absorbed. 
The treatment is completed by spreading stone chips 
over the surface before the road is opened to traffic, 
and, if vehicles can not longer be kept off, the chips 
are spread immediately after the second application 
of oil. The quantity of cover material usually used 
ranges from 10 to 25 pounds per square vard depending 
upon the viscosity of the oil and whether or not the 
road is to be opened to traffic immediately. The larger 
amount is necessary if the road is to be opened immed- 
iately; and oils of high viscosity require more cover 
than the thinner oils. 

There is a tendency in some places to modify the 
surface treatment method described by substituting 
heavy road oil. As before stated, no recommendations 
have yet been formulated on this subject. It should 
be pointed out, however, that heavy road oil is more 
costly than ‘“‘fuel oil,’? demands more equipment and 
better technic in application, and requires from 100 
to 200 cubic yards per mile of screenings for cover. 

Surface maxing method—In the method of surface 
mixing, the surface of the previously constructed fine 
crushed rock or gravel road is first scarified to 9 uni- 
form depth of 11% to 3 inches according to the thick- 
ness of bituminous surface desired. The light asphaltic 
residual oil is then applied in two or three applications, 
each consisting usually of about one-half gallon per 
square yard; and after each application the oil and 
loose stone are partially mixed with a disk cultivator 
or spring-tooth harrow, or both. The material is 
then bladed repeatedly into windrows and respread 
until a uniform color is attained. It is finally spread 
to the desired crown and the road is then opened and 
continually dragged or bladed while it is being com- 
pacted by the traffic. 

Roads treated by these methods are of distinctive 
type and are not to be confused with roads treated 
for dust palliative purposes. In appearance they 
resemble other asphaltic surfaces. Skillfully pre- 
pared and treated, their smoothness shortly after com- 
pletion, as indicated by ‘‘roughometer’”’ readings, is 
equal to that of the best pavements. When well 
maintained, they appear to rate with good bituminous 
macadam; but, at their worst, when maintenance is 
neglected or when the surfacing material or its condi- 
tion at the time of treatment is poor, they may become 
intolerably rough. There is no dust, and tractive 
resistance and tire wear are both low. 

In the progress report which follows there are de- 
scriptions of what appear to be the best methods of 
constructing and maintaining fine crushed rock and 
gravel surfaces and of treating them with light asphaltic 
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residual oils according to the two general processes that 
have been developed. Comparative initial and annual 
cost data are presented to show the relative economy of 
treated and untreated roads; and observations of the 
character and condition of a number of roads are re- 
ported to show the effects of traffic, moisture and cli- 
matic conditions, quality of materials and their avail- 
ability, upon the cost and serviceability of the roads, 
as a guide to the selection of one type or another under 
various conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although the investigation so far has been limited 
territorially and in subject matter as already stated, 
progress has been sufficient to justify a number of con- 
clusions, particularly with reference to the economy of 
the light oil treatments for fine crushed rock and gravel 
roads, and the essential features of the construction 
methods. ‘These, which are set forth below, are based 
principally upon data gathered in Oregon and Cali- 
fornia, but the climate, topography, soil, traffic, and 
costs vary so widely in the two States that the observa- 
tions have a rather wide application. 

The principal conclusions are as follows: 
1. Light asphaltic risidual treatments as practiced in 

Oregon and California have demonstrated their utility 
in the preservation of existing metaled road surfaces, 
and are justified in places where the cost of the oil is 
not prohibitive. 

2. Oil treatment has substantially reduced mainte- 
nance and replacement charges on fine crushed rock 
and gravel roads in Oregon and California. The first 
cost is frequently less than the value of the metal lost 
yearly from the same road before treatment. Mainte- 
nance after oiling will probably not exceed the cost of 
adequate maintenance of the untreated surface, ex- 
clusive of the replacement of metal. 

3. Oil treatment improves service and is, therefore, 
popular with the public. It eliminates dust, increases 
smoothness, decreases tire wear, and lowers fuel con- 
sumption. 

4, Any road in Oregon or California which has justi- 
fied improvement with a fine crushed rock or gravel sur- 
face warrants the additional expense of a light oil treat- 
ment, except possibly in rare instances of isolation, 
extraordinarily cheap material supply, or low service 
requirements. Direct financial justification will gener- 
ally follow a comparison of the estimated maintenance 
after treatment plus a reasonable annual portion of the 
oiling cost with the known maintenance cost prior to 
oiling plus the value of untreated metal destroyed 
annually. 

5. An efficient maintenance organization is essential 
to the success of light oil treatments. Maintenance 
must be immediate and continuous, otherwise oiling 
will be unsuccessful and should not be undertaken. 
While proper maintenance is stressed as a prime requl- 
Wa the total annual cost is less than that of untreated 
roads. 

6. The recorded success with light oils should not 
stop continued development of present practices or 
experimentation with heavy asphalts. However, the 
most that can be expected of the latter is some further 
reduction of annual costs, particularly where traffic is 
heavy, and that possibility can not justify failure to 
accept and use present methods until or unless better 
are developed. 

7. In the matter of new construction no conclusions 
can yet be formulated as to the relative merits of 

building fine crushed rock or gravel surfaces, to be 
immediately oil-treated, or of adopting some form of 
bituminous macadam. 

8. Protection of vehicles from freshly applied oil is 
indispensable; otherwise, damage to traffic may more 
than offset the benefits resulting from treatment. 

9. Examples of oil-treated natural soil roads furnish 
impressive figures of good service and low costs. This 
type has a larger field than has heretofore been realized 
where soil, climate and traffic are favorable. It 
deserves more scientific study and active consideration. 

10. Precautions —The immediate improvement that 
generally follows oil treatment has sometimes encour- 
aged a feeling that almost any road may be successfully 
treated by almost any method. Subsequent complete 
or partial failure has discredited the process. The 
facts are that success will be proportionate to the suit- 
ability of physical conditions, intelligence of super- 
vision, and skillfulness of workmanship. The following 
are important precautions to be observed. 

(a) Unless there is a maintenance organization accus- 
tomed to giving daily attention to necessary repairs, 
oiling should not be undertaken. Delay and neglect 
cause rapid destruction and discredit the process with 
the public, which expects more of an oiled than of an 
untreated road. The success in Oregon which has led 
to renewed interest in the whole subject was due in 
large measure to the prior development of an efficient 
maintenance organization. 

(b) There must be sufficient thickness of metal to 
carry the expected traffic. 

(c) The width of the stone surfacing should be ade- 
quate—rarely less than 18 feet. Vehicles turning on 
and off the oiled surfaces tend to crumble the edges. 

(d) The metal must be compacted completely from 
top to bottom if the method of surface treatment is to 
be used, and at least through the untreated base if the 
surface-mixing method is to be followed. A layer of 
loose material between base and mixed top may cause 
rutting, shoving, or breaking. 

(e) For surface treatment, repairs should be com- 
pleted and the road compacted well in advance of oil- 
ing. Spots escaping attention should be repaired be- 
tween applications of oil. 

(f) All loose material and scales of fines must be re- 
moved before the oil is applied to the surface. Sweep- 
ing must expose clean rock or gravel firmly embedded. 

(g) The texture of the stone surface should be uni- 
form.’ Results of surface treatment will be poor if 
portions of the road are porous while other portions 
are impervious. Minor irregularities will disappear in 
the mixing process, but large areas of irregular grading 
require skillful treatment. 

(h) Asphaltic materials must be applied uniformly 
under pressure. Streaks and omissions will be a con- 
stant source of future trouble. 

(¢) California asphaltic residual oil does not evapor- 
ate under atmospheric conditions, and hardens by oxi- 
dation but slowly. Therefore, excessive applications 
should be avoided during construction and maintenance. 
This precaution is now better observed during construc- 
tion than formerly, but is still neglected in maintenance. 
Excess oil in patching causes lumps which are hard to 
remove. KReoiling should be done sparingly and only 
where there is clearly a deficiency in oil. 

(7) Cover material for surface treatment should be 
coarse rather than fine. Clean chips are the best cover 
material. Fine material tends to form an unstable 
mat and absorbs oil which should be allowed to pene- 
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trate. Suecess with the surface-mixing method re- 
quires sufficient insert fines to fill all voids. If not 
already present they must be added. Fuel oil will not 
bind clean, coarse material. 

FINE CRUSHED ROCK 

The fine crushed rock and gravel roads which, since 
the war, have been built extensively in the Western 
States are different from true macadam in several 
particulars. The maximum mechanical bond, obtained 
in macadam by the interlocking of carefully sized 
broken rock, is not developed. The fine surfacing 
material is bonded under traffic, frequently with the 
addition of filler and binder, and sometimes with water. 
The usual requirement of maximum size is 1% inches 
for the base course and 1 inch or three-fourths inch for 
the surface course. 

Fig. 1.—Mrxine Roap Mertat AnD BINDER, ONE OF THE 
PROCESSES IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF FINE CrusHED Rock 
AND GRAVEL Roaps 

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

The specifications 
typical: 

following extracts from are 

Separation of fine from coarse material—tIn the hauling of 
materials the contractor shall use means which will prevent, as 
far as possible, a separation of the fine and coarse materials. 
So far as possible material being transferred into stock piles, 
bins, or vehicles shall be dropped vertically. 

Size of materials —Materials for the base course shall all pass 
a 1%-inch circular opening and shall be well graded from that 
size to dust, containing not to exceed 35 per cent of material 
passing a 44-inch screen. Materials for the top course shall all 
pass a l-inch circular opening and shall be well graded from that 
size to dust, containing not to exceed 35 per cent of material 
passing a 14-inch screen. (Some specifications limit the size to 
that passing a 34-inch opening and permit 50 per cent or more 
passing a 34-inch screen.) 

Dumping on roadway.—The spreading of any course or layer 
of materials shall be done with suitable spreader wagons and 
dump trucks with gauge adjustments to give the proper spread 
or from piles dumped along the road. No segregation of large 
and fine particles will be allowed and the materials as spread 
shall be free from pockets of large or fine material. 

Hauling, dragging, etc-—With the view of securing a maximum 
amount of uniformly compacted surface, the contractor will be 
required, as far as practicable, to do his hauling over the surfacing 
as it is placed; to construct the surfacing beginning at the point 
of loading and working away from that point; to construct the 
entire base course from any set-up before beginning construction 
of the top course from the same set-up; and to thoroughly drag 
the surfacing at frequent intervals during the course of the 
construction. 

(k) Heavy clay binder mingled with the road metal 
greatly reduces the probability of success with oil 
treatment. A road that breaks up in the spring or that 
becomes muddy in wet weather should not be oiled. 

AND GRAVEL ROADS 

It is common practice to require manipulation of the 
surfacing material with a heavy blade grader by re- 
peatedly casting into windrows and respreading. This 
is for the purpose of correcting segregation of materials 
and improving the distribution of fines and binder 
uniformly throughout the mass. The operation is 
illustrated by Figure 1. Even where water is expen- 
sive its use during manipulation of material is fre- 
quently required and is highly advantageous. 

THE COST OF THE UNTREATED ROADS 

The fine crushed material generally ranges in cost 
from $2 to $3 a cubic yard, measured in trucks at the 
point of delivery, but has been as low as $1.20 and more 
than $5, depending upon relative availability and 
length of haul. The quantity used ranges from 1,200 
to 2,500 cubic yards per mile; and the normal cost is, 
perhaps, $4,000 to $6,000 per mile for 18-foot width. 
Compared with gravel roads of the older type these 
surfaces are little if any more expensive and their 
riding qualities are often much superior. As pre- 
viously stated, they cost less than water-bound ma- 
cadam and are more readily maintainable. 

Ordinary maintenance of this type of road is accom- 
plished with a road drag or with a blade grader or a 
combination of the two. Ideally, the road should have 
on its surface a light mulch of about half an inch of 
loose, fine material to protect the compacted metal. 
The constant working of the fine material across the 
road is a most effective precaution against the forma- 
tion of pits and keeps corrugations to the minimum. 

Frequently the available surfacing material is 
deficient in cementing properties or in fines. Because 
of such a deficiency, many crushed rock and gravel 
roads, constructed a few years ago, failed to compact 
under traffic, and it was later found necessary to add 
cementitious material. More recently California and 
Oregon have added filler or binder during construction. 
Oregon frequently uses about 6 cubic yards of clay 
binder per 100 feet of 18-foot surface, which is approxi- 
mately 25 per cent of the top course. This tends to 
make a firm surface and reduces the loss under traffic. 
A mulch is not required under such circumstances, and 
maintenance consists of scarifying and reworking once 
or twice yearly instead of systematic and continuous 
dragging. A road so bound becomes more or less pitted 
and potholed prior to each reworking, and is susceptible 
to damage during the spring season, particularly if the 
binder is a heavy clay, highly retentive of moisture. 

The road metal used varies widely in characteristics. 
Crushed, hard rock is much preferred, but soft crushed 
rock, crushed gravel, and even water-worn screened 
gravel are used where better materials are unavailable. 

It has been commonly assumed that a fine crushed 
rock or gravel road, without clay binder, built of average 
material in arid territory is satisfactory for traffic not 
exceeding 200 or 300 vehicles per day. With exception- 
ally good material, or under favorable climatic condi- 
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tions, its field may be extended to 400 or even 500 
_vehiclesperday. R.H. Baldock, maintenance engineer 
for the Oregon highway department, estimates that 
a clay-bound road of this type will successfully carry 
600 vehicles per day in arid territory, but opportunity 
to verify this estimate has been lacking. 

The cost of maintenance varies widely according to 
traffic, climate, and character of material, but even more 
according to the service standards of the authorities in 
charge. If an average figure must be set, it may be 
estimated at $1 per year per average daily vehicle where 
the traffic ranges from 200 to 500 vehicles per day. 

This covers ordinary maintenance alone; that is, the 
preserving of a smooth surface under traffic. It does 
not include periodical renewals of material. 

Advantages and disadvantages of fine crushed rock and 
gravel roads.—Fine crushed rock and gravel roads, by 
systematic maintenance, may be kept smooth under 
modern automobile traffic more readily than surfaces 
composed of coarse material. The wear under traffic 
and weather, however, is rapid. Steps are being taken 
to determine definitely the wear under varied conditions 
—information which has not been acquired heretofore. 
However, various State highway departments have 
estimated the approximate wear by the interval be- 
tween resurfacing operations and the amount of mate- 
rial added over a series of years, and these estimates 
indicate that the loss of material is large. Wyoming 
and Colorado report an inch of material lost per year 
under traffic of 200 or 300 vehicles per day and even 
higher losses in districts where wind is unusually 
severe. Wisconsin reports a loss of 1 to 1% inches per 
year for traffic of 500 vehicles per day, and Oregon and 
California confirm the Wisconsin figures. 

A loss of 1 inch of compacted material on an 18-foot 
road represents approximately 400 cubic yards of loose 
material per mile which will cost from $800 to $1,200 to 
replace. 
Assuming a daily traffic of only 200 vehicles, a loss 

of one-half inch per year at $2.50 per cubic yard, loose 
measurement, and disregarding interest, the annual 
cost of maintaining a mile of fine crushed rock or 
gravel surface may be estimated as follows: Ordinary 
maintenance, $200 per year; replacement, 200 cubic 
yards at $2.50, $500; total $700. This is $3.50 per 
daily vehicle, or nearly 1 cent per vehicle-mile. This 

illustration is not necessarily an average case, but it 
shows that the amounts spent year by year do not 
represent the ultimate maintenance costs. 
With good road metal and a moist but not excessively 

rainy climate the replacement cost may be lower than 
above estimated. With poor material and an arid 
climate it will be much higher. It will be an ex- 
traordinary case where the item of replacing destroyed 
material is not as high as ordinary maintenance and 
frequently it may be expected to be two to four times 
asmuch. It is an item frequently overlooked in fixing 
annual budgets, accumulating as ‘deferred main- 
tenance” until resurfacing is required. 

Metal is removed from the road in two forms: (1) 
Particles thrown to shoulders; and (2) dust produced 
by grinding of stone on stone. A considerable portion 
of the loss consists of particles thrown from the road; 
and the dust is a menace to the traveling public. It is 
intensely disagreeable on a heavily traveled road; 
sometimes causes accidents by obscuring vision; and 
damages cylinders and bearings in motor vehicles, and 
causes serious financial loss, where the road is bordered 
by farms, villages, or resorts. 

Another objection to the fine crushed rock or gravel 
type arises from excessive tire wear and rather high 
tractive resistance. Measurements made during the 
past three years by the State College of Washington ? 
indicate that tire wear from four to five times as great 
as that caused by concrete or asphaltic concrete sur- 
faces may be caused by untreated fine crushed rock 
surfaces upon which a loose mulch is maintained; and 
the same tests indicate that there is a great reduction 
in the amount of tire wear when the crushed rock sur- 
face is treated with asphaltic oil. The tests are not 
sufficiently extensive to justify acceptance of the exact 
ratios mentioned but, in a qualitative way, they con- 
firm inferences that are obvious from the nature of the 
respective types. 

Similarly, studies at the Iowa State College ® indicate 
that the gasoline consumption may be one-fourth more 
on a gravel road than upon a hard pavement. <A 
sunilar relation presumably prevails between the fine 
crushed type and oil-treated roads. 

2Engr. Bulletins, Nos. 17 and 18. Engineering Experiment Station of the State 
College of Washington, Pullman, Wash. 

3 Bulletin No. 69. ‘‘Highway Transportation Costs,” Engr. Exp. Station, Iowa 
State College, Ames, Iowa. 

TABLE 1.—Cost of ordinary maintenance and value of metal destroyed by traffic on fine crushed rock and gravel roads prior to oiling, 
in Oregon and California 

PE pega Loss of metal 
Time tne ra = 2 ie * 

Dail ere | | Val : aily construc- | Talue 
h * | Project traffic | Lenst tionto | Total | Cost per | aR de : 

resur- | expendi- | mile per | Depth | ay Unit | 
facing! | ture year | Per mile | Per mile 

| | per year 

Oregon: Miles Months | Inches | 
BOC ral PAIGE Ov.oiiee eee ees eee. oe oes 600 | 12.5 45 | 2 $138, 976 OEY Olle Ae aa ene aes | ee ee ee ee $4, 474 $1, 192 
HBGeEAPATCUNONc jae weer koe kD >. | 2 470 14.81 | 42 | 220,140 ADS aot ooeee | eee eee oes Se eS ees 3 610 3174 
HID eTAW AIOUNGO «ote cet a obs oo... eee 500 : 14. 95 39 | 215,138 BOS: Mea ee = te = ae er ee ee ee ee ee 3 1, 260 3 386 

CNT 2 a) ae ee eae 4501 45 68 30 |} 230, 722 | 468 | ac leeteek| Seamed Cia Raeeee eae? 2 | 4,911 1, 567 
Morrow-Umatilla County line to Echo.---------.-- 420 19.8 51 | 421, 210 | Lay | eae el ee iS ce A a ee. SA A 3, 378 1, 265 

| California: | 
, leeciel- Oi be ee ee). ee 1, 000 14. 07 | 23.| 4, 826 | 180 2. 50 | 2.65 | Cubie yard_----__- 1, 934 1, 010 

MEI DON Ale GA eee eee oe eS eae 1, 000 3.93 | 30 13, 184 1, 342 3. 48 SM Pee ORE E ee es 4, 729 1, 890 
Menon l= 26— ee eee as ck I | aR 2, 500 - 50 | 165 | 957 | +1, 531 1. 88 | Ny stelle Naya ee 2, 156 1, 726 
rp pekinl-2t- Geen ee to. 0) a 2) 500 | 8.81 | 10| 24,264| 3,310 2.25 Tle ee Ge de eee 2) 581 3, 097 
South Boulevard-31-D___________- Ban a - Se 500 15. 44 6 20, 361 | 2, 640 Skea Ze Oesaae (ayo) Spee = Sew 979, | 1, 958 
Bourn Bowlevard-31—Bo. a) 85820 0 ee 275 9. 55 6} 11,326 | 2, 372 anti TD eee cae i a ee ee 2, 222 | 4,444 

1 For California projects the time is from construction to oiling. 
2 Three complete years, 1922, 1923, and 1924. 
3 Restoration incomplete. 
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Fine crushed rock and gravel roads are intended for 
light traffic, generally not exceeding 300 vehicles per 
day. However, lack of funds for heavier construction 
or the need of temporary surfacing on a new grade 
prior to paving have frequently led to the use of this 
type for heavy traffic. When the traffic exceeds the 
normal volume for which the type is suitable, main- 
tenance increases in proportion. Sprinkling is a com- 
mon device introduced at this stage. Constant addi- 
tion of material becomes necessary and maintenance 
operations seriously interfere with traffic. 

Table 1 shows losses of material on several projects 
in San Bernardino and Imperial Counties, Calif. The 
loss of material is indicated by the amount of new 
material it was found necessary to apply to restore the 
original thickness of the surface when it was being pre- 
pared for bituminous treatment. Estimated in this 
way, no account is taken of large quantities of material 

added between the date of original construction and 
bituminous treatment; yet it will be seen that even on 
this conservative basis the loss of material ranges in 
value from $1,000 to nearly $4,450 per mile per year, 
under traffic which in no case exceeded 2,500 vehicles 
per day. 

To summarize: The fine crushed rock or gravel road 
is a type that can be built at relatively low cost; is 
adaptable, by the use of the requisite thickness of 
material, to most kinds of soil and weights of vehicle; 
and can be kept in smooth condition by a reasonable 
expenditure with simple tools and ordinary skill. 
There are three main objections to its use, which are, 
(1) that the loss of material under traffic makes it 
ultimately a very expensive type of surface, (2) that 
the dust is a serious nuisance and often costly, and (3) 
that the cost of operating vehicles over it is high. 

SURFACE OILING OF CRUSHED ROCK AND GRAVEL ROADS IN OREGON 

The extensive oil treatment program in Oregon is the 
outcome of an attempt in 1923 to use a grade of oil 
known locally as ‘‘fuel oil’’ as a dust palliative. A sec- 
tion of road was oiled at that time with one-half gallon 
per square yard. The section thus treated was so 
sticky and spattered automobiles so badly that the 
remainder of the road that season was given a somewhat 
lighter treatment. The section with the heavier appli- 
cation, however, turned out so well the following season 
that R. H. Baldock, then division engineer, now main- 
tenance engineer for the Oregon Highway Commission, 
carried on extensive experiments with the idea of 
standardizing the treatment so that it could be eco- 
nomically and safely used on the hundreds of miles of 
crushed rock and gravel surfaces in eastern Oregon, 
and similar experiments were carried on in another 
division under the direction of C. W. Wanzer, division 
engineer. The experiments were regarded as success- 
ful, and the State, in response to the wishes of enthu- 
siastic motorists, has carried on oiling as rapidly as 
possible on all roads in condition for treatment. Over 
500 miles were reported by the commission as having 
been treated up to the close of 1926. 

These treated Oregon highways are typical crushed 
stone, crushed gravel, or screened gravel roads con- 
structed from one to four years before oiling. Usually 
the surface as originally constructed had been formed 
by the spreading of about 2,200 cubic yards of the 
surface metal per mile to a width of 16 to 20 feet. 
Normally, the base course, consisting of material pass- 
ing a 14-inch circular opening, constituted half the 
finished thickness, the wearing course, of equal depth, 
consisting of material passing a three-fourths-inch 
circular opening. Usually each course had been sub- 
jected during construction to the traffic of trucks, had 
been well watered, and was well bound at the comple- 
tion of the project. 

Most of the projects had been resurfaced before 
treatment to replace losses caused by traffic and 
weather, but the resurfacing had not in all cases 
restored the surfaces to their original condition. On 
inspection in the course of this cooperative investiga- 
tion, sections were found of which the thickness was 

‘ Throughout this investigation, the Oregon State Highway Commission, through 
Mr. Roy A. Klein, State highway engineer, Mr. R. H. Baldock, maintenance engi- 
neer, and Messrs. C. W. Wanzer and H. C. Smith, division engineers, has cooperated 
to the fullest extent by furnishing samples of materials and historical and financial 
data. The assistance rendered has been invaluable. 

only 3% inches and others of varying depths between 
this minimum and the original thickness of 6 inches. 
The subgrade of the thin sections inspected was gener- 
ally rather sandy—in some cases pure sand—and this 
Peo re aed accounts in a measure for their ability to carry 
traffic. 

In some of the earlier treatments the surface of the 
road was not broomed before applying the oil. Such 
surfaces observed in the course of the cooperative 
investigation were found to be slightly nonuniform. 
While quite comfortable to ride over they are not as 
satisfactory or as easy to maintain as the sections that 
have been broomed before treatment. 

Brooming has been the standard practice for some 
time, and most of the treated roads observed had been 
thus prepared. The general practice in preparation 
for oiling now requires that the surface to be treated 
be bladed, sprinkled, and dragged until smooth and 
uniform. All holes and other irregularities are re- 
paired; and, immediately prior to oiling, the surface 
is thoroughly swept with a power broom (fig. 2), sup- 
plemented occasionally by hand brooming, the sweep- 
ing being continued until all patches of loose fine 
material are removed and the larger pieces of rock are 
exposed. This was the method that had been followed 
in the treatment of most of the sections inspected. 

CHARACTER AND AMOUNT OF OIL USED 

Immediately after sweeping the majority of the 
sections were treated with the oil in two applications 
with an interval of two or three days between them to 
permit the first to penetrate. In general, the first 
application was at the rate of three-tenths, and the 
second at the rate of two-tenths gallon per square yard. 
This is the original treatment, to which it is the general 
practice in Oregon to add in the fall of each year a light 
application—at the rate of from 500 to 700 gallons per 
mile—to freshen the previously applied oil and seal the 
surface for the winter; and other light applications are 
made from time to time as required. This practice is 
referred to hereafter as reoiling. For applying the oil 
a pressure sprayer has been found to give more uniform 
distribution, although fair results have been obtained 
with a gravity sprinkler. (See fig. 3.) 

he oil used in the early work in Oregon was pur- 
chased simply as ‘‘fuel oil,’ with the requirement that 
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it contain at least 50 per cent of asphalt of 80 pene- 
tration, and it usually contained from 50 to 60 per 
cent. This oil came from various fields in California 
and other Western States. That most commonly used 
in the extensive program of 1925-26 came from Cali- 
fornia and contained from 60 to 65 per cent of asphaltic 
residue of 80 penetration. Its specific viscosity was 
usually low—ranging from 10 to 20 Engler at 122° 
F.—but even such light oils were found to be too 
viscous to be applied successfully without heating. At 
a temperature of from 150° to 200° F., however, they 
spread readily, and the requisite heating may be accom- 
plished with steam. : 

During 1926 the treatment with two applications of 
light oil, as above described, was varied by the substi- 
tution of a heavier oil or tar for the second application 
in the treatment of over 130 miles of road. On these 
sections the first application consisted of about one- 
fourth gallon per square yard of the 60 to 65 per cent 
asphaltic oil, followed in most cases by an application 
of one-fourth gallon of oil contaiming 70 to 80 per cent 
of asphalt of 80 penetration. Jn other cases a tar was 

TaBLE 2.—Typical California oils used in surface treatment by 
the Oregon State Highway Commission in 1926 
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20235 | June 26______ Bak Or seers 5. 3 0. 940/10, 0.10. 8/65. 4) 3.7) 9. 5/19. 3/67. 5 
0236s (ease ee eae doneeeete. . 940] 9, 5/10, 8/65. 4) 3, 6/12. 5/11. 7/72. 2 
20001 | June 4_______ Payette, Idaho.________ . 973/84, 2} 41/78. 1)/____] 2.3] 8. 9/88. 8 
20002 |2o28. ite Seed Eee ih ose ae ee . 973/81, 1| 3. 3]/72.3)__-_| 2.5] 6. 9190.6 
20168 | June 22______ Quart zener fd . 942) 9, 4/10. 2/61. 6)____| 9. 4/14. 2/76. 4 
20169 |_.__- do suse ae: Glo eee) . 942) 9, 3/10. 6/62. 2|____| 8. 0/15. 5/76. 5 
20492 | July 16.____- Dur keonmese meee ee ee San . 945/10. 6/10. 7/63. 4) 1.4! 7.1] 9. 7/81.8 
POLISue dune d (ne eee leone Oman eee: . 944/10, 5| 9. 8/63. 3|____| 9.7] 9. 0/81.3 
20263 | June 28___.__| Pleasant Valley__-_-.__- . 940/10, 9/10. 4/63. 8) 2.6) 8. 8/11. 1!77.5 
PUSHIN TUby; Goo |e ee Oe 945110, 3/10. 5/63. 2/____| 8. 6/12. 2/79. 2 
2050le) duly 165252) GD) oes)” ae . 952/13, 2) 9, 7/66. 4) 0.8) 6.1) 9. 5/83. 6 
20434 | July 12_..____ ja ibiehnbetesi(oymo 2 Se . 946/11, 1/11. 7/61. 6) 2.0) 6. 0/10. 0/82. 0 
20491 | July 15._.____|_---- Nis ade | , 945/10. 9/10. 9163.8) 1.0! 6. 5/10. 5/82. 0 
POAS Uo aly Osseo ee ower . 946/13. 0/12. 5/62. 6) 2.3] 8. 2/11. 5/78.0 
20432 |___.- se ean nna OO) co . 946)12. 0.11. 0/62.0, 2.1) 8. 1/11. 3/78. 5 
BOs38) |e ee Gee eee |e owe ees . 942/10, 7/12. 0/60. 8}.__.| 7. 9/18. 2/78. 9 
DOBRO Wo duly fos 222 le =e GOL abe . 946/10, 7/10. 3/63. 5|____| 9. 1113. 0/77. 9 
DOSS 7s lan 2s (ioe, ot ie ee Ge, ae ee . 944/11, 0.12. 1/62. 9) 2.0) 9.3] 9. 5)79. 2 
Dsbasw uly 3. eee (Us) taut 5 . 944] 9, 5/11. 2/63. 5|____| 9. 9/10. 9]79, 2 
20354 |____- Comes Sees, Co Suk. pe . 940/10, 9/11. 0/63. 2)_.___/10. 2} 9. 7/80. 1 
20355 |_.__- Got acim louar Gini -S .  o . 940/11, 810, 163. 2|____| 8. 2/10. 7/81.1 
PSRAale Mui Ly: Os ee oe seeds Gt ee . 940/10, 2/10, 9/63. 6|____| 9. 1/14. 0/76. 9 
20386 aa. oe G(efee, pa ES (GRO oy yo.ip st h  e . 940) 8, 8/12, 3/61. 9|____| 9. 2/13. 0/77. 8 
20288) |SJuly 2. oe | = cineca ee ae . 940) 9,2] 9. 7/64. 5) 1.0) 5, 5/11. 6/81. 9 
POS2OH UULY Ibe see see lene omer 23 . 975174, 8} 3.91/76. 5)---_| .5| 4.81947 
20525 | July 10_______ Dakoreaaten. Lee -| . 975/75. 2| 3.4177. 2)/_-__| .5] 4.9/94.6 
196382 HA DY OIos. [BISIOGk eee eS 7975192, 3, 3. 4/75. 0) -2-|| 1. 0) 8)3)95. 7 
19801 | May 18__-_--- Panik al Oneness ees . 952/12, 7/10. 4/65. 3'____| 7.0} 8. 0/85. 0 
HOSAB May ot oo eee ote ea. 2 . 945/10, 8/14. 3/64. 5|.___] 8.5} 9. 9181.6 
19849 | May 24______ Redmondasses. 0... . 945 10, 2/11. 1/61. 5)-___ 5. 7/10. 5'83. 8 
MOS50U aso. OS. See al gee Ole Waa . 944/10, 2/11. 6/61. 8).___| 6.00/10. 0.84. 0 
MOFSOM MM ay 18o sae se eles Abts AS Aon ee . 943} 9, 8/10. 2/62. 9|____| 4. 810. 2/85. 0 
19790 |____- Omer CANE et Gy or a ee . 943] 9,6] 9. 7/64. 0|___- 5.0] 9. 8/85. 2 
HOSdoeiay Oo eenn eee ieee wen eee A .944| 9.9) 9, 7/62. 2)..__| 5. 4/11. 0/83. 6 
19844 |_____ dont o Ome ee Nd . 945/10, 2} 9. 5/63. 2|____| 5. 2/10. 6/84. 2 
19887 |. May 26___-.-_|_-__- S10 oh . 945] 8. 8/10. 1/63. 0|___- 5. 0/10. 3/84. 7 
19869 |____- Ome es a (Osean pe. SA . 945/10, 3] 9. 4/62. 1/____| 5. 8/10. 0/84. 2 
TOS70)| fone Ome ed a Bae Oliv, seb . 945] 9, 8/10. 2/62. 8|____| 5.8] 9. 6/84. 6 
19868 | May 25_____- Parkdale see 8 Se . 933) 7. 9)10. 8/64. 3/____| 6.5] 9. 0/84. 5 
19891 | May 26______|____- LQ ueeee eee: ae . 943] 9, 4/12, 7/62. 8/____| 7.7] 9.3/83.0 
19908 | May 29______|_-__- GO Re ee . 942} 9.0} 9. 4/63. 8)---_| 6. 3/10. 0)83. 7 
19909 |__.__ Ose =e Clie we: Lit) eee . 943/10. 5/10. 7/61. 2/____ 8.9) 9.681. 5 
#00502) June Ss! 28.122. (GO 2 Sha, 5 a 943] 9.2 9. 7}60. 7 9,2) 9, 7/81.1 
PO0ste Une Qos oe: 1 RULUS: Sor sees5. 0:3 58 . 947/10, 2/10. 361. 8)_--- 9. 1/10. 0,80. 9 
19910 | May 28_____- Redmond sss Hs ae . 945) 9, 2/10. 8/64. O|_-__| 7. 6)10. 1182.3 
NOo20 Nd time: tee see ee omental . 945] 9. 1/11. 0/61. 5|-___| 7. 7/10. 7/81. 6 
19998 | June 4_______|_--.- dO ea 2d . 943] 9, 2/10, 0/61. 3/..__| 8.0)11.4 80.6 
20043 | May 29__.__|....- hs saa . 944) 9, 3/12, 4/61. 5|..._| 7. 7/12. 7:79. 6 
POs2 WALLY Gy eer |e ce AG eC SS eee ea - 94611. 611. 661.6) 2. 0)10. 511. 4,76. 1 
20146 | June 19______ Bend sees Seen! . 948/12, 1/11. 9/64. 6) 1.8) 9. 1/12. 5)76.6 
20670 | July 26.._---- BlalO cies ee eee Ld . 950/14. 3) 9. 1/65. 3) 6. 5/24. 3/25, 5/43. 7 
20566 | July 21-._____ Parkdaloseresc * S 945/12, 7| 7. 4'64.0| 9.3] 8. 8/15. 0.66.9 
20671 | July 26_....-- Benen 28 . 950 12. 8) 9. 5/66. 2) 4. 6115. 6 19. 0.60.8 
20742 | July 29..____- Riise eee so . 950,13. 8/10. 0/66. 9 5. 0/12. 9:17. 1 65. 0 
DOT MOL eA TICTISE dos see ls Biggss cates eae ae . 950,13, 810, 0/65. 8) 1.8) 7. 3/14. 7/76. 2 
20743 | July 29._____- Blogettee ee een . 950,13. 8/10. 0/67. 0) 5. 0/12. 8/30. 0/52. 2 

1 No fraction below 170° C. 

used for the second application, the material being 
prepared from crude tar obtained in the manufacture 
of gas from petroleum oil. Reports received in Feb- 
ruary, 1927, indicate that these heavy oil treatments 
have made a good showing during the winter in sec- 
tions where snowfall was heavy. Table 2 shows tests 
of typical oil used during the 1926 season. 

Fic. 2.— Power Broom FoR CLEANING ROAD SuRFACE Prior 
TO TREATMENT 

Fig. 3.—Tyrr or Distrisutor UsEp FoR APPLICATION OF OIL 

To absorb the excess oil, chips have been applied in 
quantities ranging from 15 to 50 cubic yards per mile. 
Practice in this particular has not been standardized. 
Larger quantities were required on the sections treated 
with heavy oils and tars; and in some instances sand or 
screenings have been used instead of chips. After re- 
oiling, the use of sand or fine stone chips has been 
found necessary where the surface had a “‘sheet-asphalt”’ 
texture to prevent vehicles from skidding. 

The cover material has sometimes been spread from 
trucks by opening the end gate an inch or so and driv- 
ing rapidly over the oiled surface. In other instances 
mechanical spreaders have been used, as shown in 
Figure 4. 

Maintenance in Oregon begins immediately after the 
final oiling. At this state, brown areas appear where 
there is a deficiency of oil, the result generally of the 
picking up of the surface by steel tires or of sandy spots 
in the surface. These are spotted with oil, and any 
depressions that may require it are filled with addi- 
tional chips and oil. 

Thereafter the maintenance men patrol the road, 
carrying with them a supply of chips and oil or premixed 
oil and chips. Holes or depressions are filled as soon 
as they appear, care being taken to use no more filling 
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material that is needed to bring the patch flush with 
the surrounding surface and avoid transforming the 
depression into a hump. The experience thus far 
indicates that a two-man patrol can cover 50 miles or 
more of road, performing the work described. 

BAS 

Fig. 4—A MEcHANICAL SPREADER HAVING WHIRLING DISKS 
To DISTRIBUTE SCREENINGS OVER RoAD SURFACE 

COSTS OF TREATMENT AND MAINTENANCE 

The average cost of the treatment described on 343 
miles of Oregon highway oiled during 1926 was $752 
per mile, exclusive of the cost of cover material. The 
average total cost, including cover material, was placed 
at $854 per mile. These averages include the cost of 
133 miles which received a first treatment—about 3,000 
gallons per mile—of light “‘fuel oil’’ (about 60 per cent 
asphalt) followed by an equal amount of heavier oil 
containing about 75 per cent of asphaltic residue of 80 
penetration. 

An analysis of the cost of a 65.8-mile section treated 
with two applications of light oil is given in Table 3. 
This shows an average cost of $637 per mile, exclusive 
of the cost of cover material. The cost of the treat- 
ment in which heavy oil is used in the second applica- 
tion is estimated by the engineers of the Oregon depart- 
ment at $888 per mile, exclusive of cover for 1927, and 
in their estimates of cost they allow $53 per mile for 
screenings on light oil and $150 per mile on heavy oil. 

That the cost of maintaining the oiled surfaces is not 
expensive is shown by Table 4, which summarizes ex- 
penditures on five sections of the Columbia River 
Highway from 1922 to’1926. The table was compiled 

TaBLE 38.!—Cost per mile of oiling between Heppner Junction and 
Barnhart, Morrow and Umatilla Counties, Oreg., 65.8 miles 

s [3s |s |ge 
q 3 [eo n fo} 

: g | Qo oa | S's Avs] = q 
Section nee Wo SH el Sal aE) © = 

Ss & BE |S Tee a o.8 1. JS P| bo | 3 8 cs Si ep rat 
a Sy lias a e o'3| & 3 2 
® ieee a |8 |ASS! S ze ° 
=) | Ay <1 cal 1e) ic & 

Heppner Junction-Uma- | Miles 
tilla County line______- | 30.6 $29) $115 $53) = $47 $38} $214 $90) $586 

Umatilla County line- | | 
OCHOA: gaa eee eee aes 19, 5} 22) 89 59} 51 40 272 137 670 

Echo-Barnhart_.-__..-.-- 15. 7 33) 110 61) 84 61 219) 128) 696 
| Pk Seciieeateaeal 

Average cost per mile____- ce ack | Posi CA06l Wouinn mpuiin 44) tosol mers atesy, 

Cost per square yard______)__-__- 0. 002) 0. 009] 0. 005, 0.005) 0.004] 0.019) 0.010) 0. 054 
Cost per gallon in place__-_|_____- .005| .019} .010) .010) .008| .041| .020, .113 
Per cent of total cost.__...|.....- Pe ee4) 926.6) SONOS N09 65:8) 7o6.4i ela sie LOO 

1 Prepared from information furnished by R. H. Baldock, maintenance engineer, 
Oregon Highway Commission. 

A total of 373,682 gallons was used, an average of 5,700 gallons per mile and 0.495 
gallon per square yard. 

from information furnished by the State highway com- 
mission, except that some of the reoiling cost has been 
rather arbitrarily included in the cost of original oil 
treatment. Table 5 is a summary of the data con- 
tained in Table 4. 

These tables show that the cost of maintaining the 
untreated crushed rock surfaces on these projects, 
under an average traffic of 500 vehicles a day, averaged 
$402 per mile per year; and that the cost of replacing 
the surfacing material destroyed by traffic and weather 
was $1,351 per mile per year—a total of $1,753 per 
mile per year, or an average annual charge of $3.50 
per mile per average daily vehicle. 

The cost of maintaining these surfaces after oiling, 
during 1926, which was the only complete year covering 
all projects, averaged $333 per mile, a figure which in- 
cludes some reoiling. If the treatment is assumed to 
have a life of only three years, of which half on the 
average has already passed, $198 (one-third of $594, 
the cost of oiling) should be added to the yearly main- 
tenance charge to obtain the total annual cost, which 

TaBLe 4.—Maintenance and treatment costs of Columbia River 
Highway in Oregon 

| Untreated road | Treated road 
costs costs 

Aver- S 
Fi | raan| age esur- 

Expied Length) Year! daily | Ordi- | facing | oiino | Main- 
traffic] nary | tore- | .4q ra tenance 

mainte-| store | Giing of oiled 
nance | thick- 8 | surface 

ness 

Miles | 
Federal aid No. 37_---.---- A205 1922 309) ') $4, 002°\-< 2 2a ee ee 

19237|. 674 |) 1, 880,21 3805 ease) Oe 
1924 | 828] 8,094 | 34,568 | $2,059 |_______. 
1925 S80 iE. aa eee ee 3,068 | $5, 836 

| 1926 | 1,000 |._-.__-- aE ek 6, 080 

ital Wc ee (ae ee Ge 13,976 | 55,927 | 5,127 | 11,916 
Average per mile per yearos|22--—2-|2eeess|a=-sene 372 >| TI, 192 | sa See ae 
Average per miles vo. = ea) oe 2S: | See ee eee 410 2 486 

Federal aid No. 25. -------- | 14,81 \$9022") 300") 9,995" |.2. eC 
| 1923 455 Deo aera | ts ee ae 
1924 640 | 14,578 9, 034 1-920) (25ers 
1925 | 1,035 (O5a| = sea 7,402 7, 160 
1026). 004) 22 ot [pe eae 4, 699 

aN Oba ee te eee | ee eS aay 2A ee nae 320,140 | 9,034 | 9,322 | 11,859 
Average per mile per year-_-|--...-- odes see 3 453 | ef a es | Pe 
‘Average per: mile)’ 2s oS vase ae ee ee eee 628 2317 

Federal aid No. 24_-------- 14/,95 || G1922 309 8 1,206 Ne nse ene ats Ts 
WOO" AR4 |) VD. O7O)N NAAN egal ee 
1924 728 | 11,570 | 18,782 Ly O99 see ee 
1925 | 1,000 SG8vle 22 eee 6, 838 1, 832 
1926 QUOI 22 Fa Naren Lite oe ee eee 3, 532 

if 

TT Otal ease eee tg aee ce ee Sa 315,138 | 18,782 | 7,987 | 5,364 
Average per mile per year_-|_....--|------|------- 3 338 B86 [ozs oe, eee 
Arverdee peranile 2 -cas Sool =o. | ee | ees jase 531 2 236 

Federal aid No. 42.__-.----- 21,:88 ||, 1929)" (300: | 68) 677 ae te eee ee 
| 1923 | 466 8, 737 71, 514 7149! || 2. 
1192451" 585, |) 18: 4080132: 460 | asa eee 
(61925 | 877 | 2,500 | 3,485 | 11,693 | 11,662 
LOSER S085: | hos Ie eee ee 7, 204 

Rotel see aseeeons Seen a |------- 380, 722 | 107,459 | 12, 442 18, 866 
Average per mile per year_-|_-_.-..|...---|--.---- 3468.) 0 1, 587 1) oe ee eee 
ALVOLageiper Mile <8 ae Cake 2 oe eee eee 568 2329 

Non-Federal aid west of | 19.8 | 1922) 300] 6,500 |_--------|_-------|.------- 
CDOTS a Ra eee | 1923 400: )|: 6,980. {25220 Se ee 

1924 | 550 Vy (OO) LOG; 480 ie ooo ee eee eens 
| 1925 800 Ds Teo ilsae ae ae 13, 128 5, 487 

Sere a ee 2,342 | 6, 676 

Gib ay Sone eS 321,210 | 106,480 | 15,470 | 12, 163 
Average per mile per year_- 3357 (5-832 265 1 8 -  eeee 
“A Verage per mile et est Satoh eee eee eee ee 781 2 337 

1 Untreated road under traffic 3.7 years before oiling. 
2 Average for 1926 only. 
3 For three years only, 1922-1924. 
4 Untreated road under traffic 3.5 years before oiling. 
5 Untreated road under traffic 3.2 years before oiling. 
6 0.8 mile non-Federal aid road added. 
7 Untreated road under traffic 3.1 years before oiling. 
8 Untreated road under traffic 4.2 years before oiling. 
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TaBLE 5.—Analysis of surface maintenance expenditures on a 
portion of the Columbia River Highway in Oregon, 1922-1926, 
inclusive 

if 

| U nated road | ‘preated road costs 

Project Length | Or ee Resur- | Mainte- 
rae facing to| Oiling | nance 
1922- restore and of oiled 
1994 thick- | reoiling | surface, 

(Peete = ness 1926 
inclusive 

Miles | 
Federal aid No. 12.50 | $13,976 | $55, 927 $5, 127 $6, 080 
Federal aid No. 14.81 | 20,140 9, 034 9, 322 4, 699 
Federal aid No. | 14.95] 15,138 18, 782 7, 937 3, 532 
Federal aid No. 42 } 21.88 | 30,722) 107,459 12, 442 7, 204 
Non-Federal aid west of Echo_-__| 19.80 | 21,210 | 106,480 15, 470 6, 676 

ROU ocean Stee de ee | 83.94 | 101,186 | 297, 682 50, 298 28, 191 
Average per mile per year________/...-_._- | 1 402 SOD Lhe see aS eet 
Average per mile 2.2 eee ee 1 ._.- eee LS. 3 594 3 333 

| 

1 Average daily traffic on untreated roads, 500 vehicles per day. 
2 Federal-aid projects Nos. 24 and 25 excluded because they were not fully restored 

to original thickness. “# 
3 Average for 84.7 miles, because of addition of 0.8 mile to Federal-aid project No. 42 

in 1925. 

is thus computed as $531 per mile. As the traffic since 
oiling has averaged 980 vehicles per day, the above 
estimated annual cost would be equivalent to only 54 
cents per daily vehicle per mile. 

The costs presented in Tables 4 and 5 do not neces- 
sarily represent average conditions in the West. The 
use of more and better binders in the untreated sur- 
faces, and larger expenditures for ordinary maintenance 
of these surfaces during the first two years would have 
cut the cost of replacement of untreated rock materially, 
although wind and dry atmosphere are particularly 
trying on these projects. However, there is ample 
evidence that the resurfacing operations did not 
restore the surface to its original thickness in many 
places, which means that the actual loss of material 
was greater than indicated by the cost reports. On 
the other hand, the operations of oil application 
and maintenance of the oiled surface were new to 
the organization, which suggests the possibility 
of lower costs for the same class of work in subse- 

quent years. The tables do represent the actual his- 
tory of the first extensive section of Oregon State high- 
way to be treated with asphaltic “fuel oil.’ And 
they do indicate also the economy of the surface oiling 
as a means of salvaging these surfaces, for this fact 
stands out: That the cost of oiling this section was less 
than the annual cost of replacing lost surfacing material 
on the untreated roads, and the cost of maintaining 
the oiled surfaces is no greater than the cost of ordinary 
maintenance of the untreated surfaces before oiling 
and under lighter traffic. 

INSPECTION OF OREGON OIL-TREATED HIGHWAYS 

In May, 1926, during the course of the cooperative 
investigation here reported, an inspection was made of 
about 235 miles of the oil-treated crushed rock and 
gravel roads in Oregon, the treatment of which has 
been generally described in the foregoing pages. As the 
inspection progressed, samples were taken as repre- 
sentative of the surfacing materials used in the original 
construction, of the oil used, and of the oiled surface 
and base of the treated roads; and at the same time the 
surfaces examined were classified according to the 
texture-and degree of displacement of the surface. 

Differences in texture and surface condition were 
quite noticeable. A considerable mileage has a non- 
skid surface. Other portions have a fine, smooth 
texture closely resembling that of sheet asphalt, and a 
small percentage has a similar fine texture but is 
unstable and shows a noticeable tendency to creep, 
push, and “‘cabbage leaf.” 

The three types of surfacing were classified according 
to appearances as: 

A.—Nonskid. 
B.—Fine, granular, sheet-asphalt texture. 
C.—Surface showing a tendency toward dis- 

placement. 
In some places sections of A and B types or of B and C 
types were found quite close together. 

In taking samples of the surfacing material they were 
selected as representative of these three conditions of 
surface in an effort to determine by tests the reasons 
for the differences noted. 

TABLE 6.—Tests of binder material wsed in Oregon 

Mechanical analysis—material passing various screens } 

| Ce- Field 

Test | | | | ment- | Lineal | mois- 
No. Source Point of use | a | | e- || “ing jshrink-| ture 

¢ | 72-10C | | xy 7 moved | age | equiva- | Screen No.3 | No. 10 | No. 20 | No. 30 | No. 50 | No. 100} No. 200 by elu-| Value fond 

| | triation!) | 

| Pounds} 
| per 

| | square 
Columbia River Highway: | Per cent| Per cent Per cent Per cent| Per cent Per cent) Per cent|Per cent| Per cent’ inch | Per cent| Per cent 

2407 | Bluff above Seufert -......------- Mile 94-106.44.________ 95 95°" i 492). |) 90 Sie i) 838 77 67 63. | 226 5.7 25. 2 
Bata eat DOV CREUUL sen 2-2 sn oean a NET OMAQS LOS ins ee ee ee aN Le 99 98 97 95 91 87 75.6 212 10.8 45.1 

ATTRA ha ag ope 0 8 O25 ey eee = ee Milenio 7a aes c ele = anno lboseenne 100 99 99 } 97 93 75 68 101 2.1 23.5 
2401 | Arlington pit, milepost 147.4.---- Mile 136.27-156.62- --_- 2100 90 60 42 35 31 27 20 18 68 | Wes 17.6 
At2e Castle pit, mile'162.3.7-- -s---.--- Mile 156.62-191-+_ -_--- 97 96 94 91 88 88 82 72 Oneal 114 8.8 33.1 
564 | Pit 2 miles south of mile 181.7_-_- Mile t75-190 252.2223 |-s2ccs- 100 99 97 GAT Ne =O 86 80 onan 125 7.4} 48.6 

208) Pits mile04 4 — .- so ee ele Mile 191-198+-._..-.-- 98 98 97 95 93 ol”) 79 69 66 | 94 8.8 30. 8 
DO eEIL TULIG LOO se tw ome en csoeene tans Milonle (20 UE tse. a (oe Ses ee 100 99 97 96 94 91 86 88} 10.2 57.8 
DoZawe Lb; WHO 20d se.co es ee eta ee Mile 201-208... ..----- 100 92 65 | 35 26 23 20 18 15.7 | 54 0. 0 | 1s 8 
DOSmE TG AMLIG QL 0 sae eee eS eS WEG 08—) 1A ee ae ee Cee eS fe LOO Sa eee 98 96 94 81.2 198 5.3 | 29.5 

2415 | Stannel pit, mile 220-_--_--.-_.__ 208 GO 24a Rees ta ceeeolone eee as 100 99 | 98 OT 96 = |) 95 93 92 =O 103 3.3 | 22.9 
2413 | Campbell pit, mile 241.49--_____- Old Oregon Trail....------ 100 99. 2 96. 4 | 94.8 93.6 92 | 89.6 85. 4 83.0 | 193 8.4 | 32.0 
2410 | Bad Roads pit, mile 245.56__._-_- ES = Ome eee we eee 100 99 | 94.8 94.4 $2) 4) 76.8 71.8 70.6 | 165 4.7 23.9 
ho Pipommiles cash OL Kamela,apoug lA. *:d0peeees~.=-sos- 5-8. 100 98. 4 FOsan|enOlsG 53.6 | 49.4 47.4 36.4 36.0 135 2.2. | 22.5 

mile 271. | | 
[2419 | Pit 5 miles east of Redmond---___| The Dalles-California High- |_-.----_|-------- 100 | 99.8 99.3 | 97.9 96. 3 95.1 94.6 260 9.6 S1a7 

way, mile 115-140. | 

1See Department Bulletin 1216, U. 8. Department of Agriculture, p. 10, Clay and Silt Test. 

6220 1—27—_—2 

2 Binder in pit mixed with gravel. 
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LEGEND 

—— SURFACE TREATED HIGHWAY IN FIRST-CLASS CONDITION IN FEBRUARY, 1927. 

“WML SURFACE TREATED HIGHWAY DAMAGED DURING WINTER 1926-1927, 

125.7-A- INDICATES POINT AT WHICH SURFACE SAMPLE WAS CUT AND TEXTURAL CLASS OF 
A- NONSKID SURFACE. 

B- FINE GRANULAR, SHEET-ASPHALT TEXTURE. 

C- SURFACE SHOWING A TENOENCY TOWARD DISPLACEMENT. 

DISTRIBUTION OF BINDERS AND TEST NUMBERS ALSO SHOWN 

FOR TEST RESULTS SEE TABLE 6 

MILEAGE IS MEASURED FROM PORTLAND, OREGON. 

SURFACE. 

Fic. 5.—ConDITION OF OILED SuRFACES ON CoLtumBIA River HiGHway FRoM A Report ON AN INSPECTION MADE IN 
FEBRUARY, 1927 

The condition of the various sections of the Columbia 
River Highway between The Dalles and Pendleton, 
the classification of the surface according to texture at 
a number of points, and references to tests of samples 
taken from these points are shown in Figure 5. Figures 
6 to 19 show the appearance of the surface at various 
points (identified with the chart by distance in miles 
from Portland) and indicate the generally satisfactory 
condition of the oiled surfaces. 

The results of physical tests of the mineral binder 
contained in samples of the crushed rock taken at 
various points along this highway are given in Table 6; 
and tests of samples of the oil-treated surface, showing 
the mechanical analysis of the crushed rock and the 
character and amount of the oil, are reported in Table 7. 

Several outstanding facts appear to be established 
by these tests. 

The A samples were found to contain the least aver- 
age amount of bituminous material. However, the 
variation in the amount in the three types of surface is 
apparently slight, and can not be the sole cause of the 
physical differences visible on the road. (See Table 7.) 

It is significant that the A, or nonskid, type of surface 
contained the least proportion of mineral binder, and 
that the binder present had relatively low water carry- 
ing capacity and a low shrinkage value. (See Table 6.) 

The proportion and character of the clay and silt 
binder appear to be the principal difference between the 
A and B samples as revealed by analysis. It is inter- 
esting to note (Table 6) that, although the texture of 
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TABLE 7.—Analyses of surface samples from surface-treated sections of the Columbia River Highway 

j n — 

le i . . . . op ° i Oe Aanlysis of material passing 10-mesh sieve = és eg | Bituminous content Sample 

—- 23 | #8 : 
1 oO oO on = 

Distance of sampled sec- Pee Test| “a | So S £ = z eas Seale 8 os 8 
tion from Portland No. 3 2 a oe =o ? az og Pa | Ge 3 whe, S surface 00 & 50.5 B a a & a q Ad eatcay S) =e) 2 sy 

a 3 a? a gq q n n 3 Q ae Ro i os o 5 Me a a a D ra & oe g eae) = oa a | x ne nn o o o q g iS q ° a ni AN 4 = aS ad q 

ee) | LA q | t n x So ead) © 3 = iC) AS 
ad Ca | 7 i i ° =) a 3 rae > > So 2 ah os 
oi Ay = a | 8 = a 6) Za fo) ic) ea) as A = rs) 

| | Gals. 
Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per | per sq. 
cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent cent Ins. Ins. yd. 

“rp. (Ey a Ee I Sa es A 18 |} 83.2] 32.4 100 | 78.6; 61.5 | 48.4] 36.5] 12.3 24 OES, Ore 0.6 0.9 0-1.5 156 0. 106 
20 | 58.1} 37.2 100} 92.0] 76.9] 55.3] 40.6 17.9 a eee } Se Eee eee ee IBAs0 123.0. 0) tees 

Sn eee se ee ee wr aot A 26) 92.1 35.1 100 |) 7925) 5 60.6) 47.6 36.3 13.0 39 2.6 | 4 -5 9 0-. 625 . 625 . 067 
30 | 93.4 | 54.5 100 |, 79.3} 63.8 | 51.9] 42.1 18.2 DG eo oe SS oe eres 2 eee ee 625-3 PE ite | pc 

(Os eat A L | 73.45e40!9 100 | 81.0] 63.6] 55.7] 33.1 6.6 12 5.4 9 ies DET | 0-1 1.0 262 
22 | 73.4 | 62.9 100 | 92.4 80.8 | 72.6 | 36.6 6.8 10 .4 si a ee 1-4.5 See wee 

LE (2 A 19 | 65.0] 42.7 100 | 80.2] 63.1] 53.0] 34.9 6.3 16 5.4 5 1.8 Os 0-1 1.0 274 
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the A surface was classed as nonskid, it actually con- 
tains more sand passing a 10-mesh sieve than the B or 
C types. Removal of fine sand and binder by thorough 
sweeping prior to oiling probably contributed to some 
extent to produce the nonskid surface. 

In explanation of the apparent importance of the 
character of the binder as an element in the success or 
failure of the oil treatment, it may be observed that 
the treatment produces an air and water tight surface 
which, although it prevents entrance of water from 

above, also serves to prevent the escape of moisture 
brought up from the subgrade by capillarity. The 
concentration of moisture beneath a waterproof sur- 
face has often been observed; and it may be anticipated 
that an increase in the moisture content of the surfac- 
ing will follow oil treatment. Under these conditions 
it 1s logical to suppose that a binder possessed of high 
water-carrying capacity and a tendency to expand 
greatly and become unstable with increase of moisture 
would affect the stability of the surface. 
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TESTS OF BINDER USED ON COLUMBIA RIVER HIGHWAY 

To determine the character of the binder used in the 
various sections of highway, samples taken were sub- 
jected to three tests used in recent years by the testing 
and research laboratory of the California Highway 
Commission. These include two of the simplest soil 
tests which were found to be generally indicative of 
the suitability of binder material. These are the lineal 
shrinkage test and the field moisture equivalent test,° 
as described in detail by A. C. Rose of the United States 
Bureau of Public Roads in the issue of PuspLtic Roaps 
for August, 1924, except that the soil is dried at 212° F. 
in preparation for the moisture equivalent test. 

Fig. 6.— MILE 96 on CoLtumB1A River HicgHway. SURFACED 
IN 1921, ResURFACED AND OILED IN 1924 

Fia. 7.—MiuEe 106 on tur CoLtumsBia River HicHway. 
SURFACED IN 1921, ResurFACED AND OILED IN 1924, 
AND REOILED IN 1925 

It has been demonstrated in the soil studies that low 
moisture-carrying capacity and low lineal shrinkage 
are desirable characteristics. Such soils usually make 
good natural roads, except those too sandy to compact. 
Soils which have high moisture capacity absorb exces- 
sive quantities of water and when wet lose most of their 
cementing or binding property. <A high lineal shrink- 
age indicates excessive fineness or colloidal properties, 
and such a soil has little road value when in a saturated 
condition. Such material, when mixed with road metal, 
can not add stability or wearing qualities except when 
dried or when liberally adulterated with fine sand or 
inert rock dust. 

In addition to the soil tests the binder samples were 
also tested by a test used during the past three years 
in the testing and research laboratory of the California 
Highway Commission to measure the cementing prop- 
erty of the material. For the purpose of this test the 

5 The relation of this test to the standard moisture equivalent test is discussed by 
Dr. Charles Terzaghi in PupLic Roaps, vol. 7, No. 8, October, 1926. 

samples of surfacing material were screened to segregate 
the material passing a one-half-inch circular opening. 
This portion of the sample was mixed with water to the 
consistency of stiff concrete and tamped into 4%-inch 
cubical molds. After drying to constant weight at 
atmospheric temperature the resulting specimens were 
capped with plaster of Paris and broken in a standard 
compression machine, the average compressive strength 
per square inch as determined from three specimens 
being taken as the measure of the cementing value of 
the material. In its use of this test the California 
laboratory has found that there is wide variation 
between the results obtained with different materials, 
but fairly uniform results are had from retests of the 
same material. The strength ranges from 0 to 225 
pounds per square inch; and a unit strength of 100 
pounds has been established as the criterion of satis- 
factory binder. 

In general, it has been found that at least 15 per cent 
of the material passing a one-half-inch circular opening 
should pass the 100-mesh sieve, and 8 to 10 per cent 

Fre. 8—Miie 116 on Cotumsia River Hiaguway. Svur- 
FACED WITH CRUSHED GRAVEL BOUND wiTH CLAY IN 
1924. Loosz Unswept Surrace TREATED witH 0.24 
GALLON PER SQUARE YARD IN 1924. ReoiLEp 1Nn 1925 
AT A RATE oF 0.42 GALLON PER SQUARE YARD 

RE- 
SURFACED WITH CRUSHED Rock BounpD witH CLAY IN 

Fic. 9—MiLEe 126 on Cotumpia River Higuway. 

1924. Om APPLIED aT A RatTE oF 0.5 GALLON PER 
SquaRE YARD TO UNSWEPT SURFACE IN 1925. SurFracn 
Is NoT RouacH But Lacks UNIFORMITY 

should be removed in the washing test to establish 
satisfactory cementing property. A smaller propor- 
tion of fines, except in very soft rock, will usually result 
in a loose, uncompacted surface. 

In addition to testing in this way the samples of 
crushed rock and gravel taken from the surface of the 

a ee ee oe 
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Fic. 10.—MiLe 136 on Coutumpra River Hicuway. Rz- 
SURFACED IN 1924, Usina CEMENTITIOUS GRAVEL FOR 
SurFACE CoursE. Oru Appiipp IN 1925 at a Rate oF 
0.5 GALLON PER SQuARE YARD. THE SURFACE IS UNI- 
FORMLY SMOOTH 

Fig. 11.— Mize 146 on CotumsBra River Higuway. REeE- 
SURFACED WITH CRUSHED CEMENTITIOUS GRAVEL IN 1925. 
OILED IN THE SPRING OF 1926 

a 

roads inspected, the cementing test was also applied 
to samples of binder which had been mixed with these 
roads during construction, obtaining the samples di- 
rectly from the pits from which the construction sup- 
plies were taken. The method of testing in this case 
was similar to that previously described except that 
clean concrete sand was mixed with the sample of 
binder in lieu of the fine rock or gravel with which it 
would be mixed in the road. In preparing the test 
specimens, binder material was added to the clean con- 
crete sand in amount sufficient to bring the fines passing 
a 100-mesh sieve up to 15 per cent and the amount 
removed by washing to about 10 per cent of the mix- 
ture. As clean concrete sand has no cementing value, 
the strength of the specimens measures the cementing 
properties of the binder material; and separate binder 
tests when compared with tests of the same binder 
mixed with surfacing material indicate that the method 
gives a fair measure of the additional strength con- 
tributed by the binder. 

The results of these three tests—lineal shrinkage, 
field moisture equivalent, and cementation—together 
with mechanical analyses of the material are given for 
samples of the binder used in the Columbia River 
Highway between The Dalles and Pendleton in Table 6. 
In practically every instance an excess of clay was 
found in samples taken from surfaces which were 

Fig. 12.—Mi1.Le 176 on CotumBia River HIGHway. 
SURFACED IN 1923 AND OILED InN 1925 

RE- 
SURFACED IN 1923 anp OILED IN 1925. Tue SurRFAcE 
BecAME Bapity RutTTeD AND IN ApRIL, 1926, aA Tar 
TREATMENT WAS APPLIED WITHOUT APPARENT BENEFIT. 
A SURFACE SAMPLE SHOWED AN Excess or Cray Satu- 
RATED WITH MOISTURE 

Fie. 13.—Mine 185 of Cotumpia River HicHway. 

pushing or corrugating. No such defects were found 
in any of the sections which had been bound with 
volcanic ash soil or with fines obtained in quarries or 
gravel pits. 

If the limits suggested for the field moisture equiva- 
lent and lineal shrinkage tests (i. e., a field moisture 
equivalent percentage of 20 and a lineal shrinkage value 
of 5) and a cementing value of 100 pounds per square 
inch be used as criteria of satisfactory qualities in the 
binder, it will be noted that the samples represented by 
tests 536, 561, 563, 564, 2407, 2408, 2412, 2413, and 
2419 would be classed as unsatisfactory. The material 
represented by test 2410 would be regarded with sus- 
picion and would probably be rejected because of the 
high moisture capacity, the lineal shrinkage being so 
near the limit; and only the material represented by 
tests 562, 2401, 2411, 2415, and 2420 would be consid- 
ered suitable for use. Figure 20 shows typical shrink- 
age test specimens from these tests after drying. 

Figure 5 shows the points where the samples of sur- 
facing material were taken from the highway, and the 
limits between which the binder materials represented 
by the tests reported in Table 6 were used. It also 
shows the location and extent of failures in the oiled 
surface resulting from frost and precipitation during 
the last winter, as reported by A. F. Morris, associate 
highway engineer of the Bureau of Public Roads, under 
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Fie. 14.—Mute 156 or Cotumpia River Hienway. ReE- 

| SURFACED WITH CRUSHED CEMENTITIOUS GRAVEL IN 1925 
AND TREATED witH 0.5 GALLON PER SQUARE YARD OF 

OIL IN THE SPRING oF 1926 

Fie. 15.—Mine 166 on THE CoLtuMBIA RivpR HIGHWAY. 
RESURFACED IN 1923. TREATED WITH O1L AT A RATE OF 
0.495 GALLON PER SQUARE YARD AND STONE SCREENINGS 
at A Rats or 15 To 20 Cusic YARDS PER MILE IN 1925 

date of February 11, 1927. It will be noted that the 
sections bound with suitable binder, 57.5 miles, show 
only one mile of broken surface; whereas sections sur- 
faced with material rated as ‘‘unsatisfactory,’’ 85.8 
miles, show 16.8 miles broken. 

The failures reported do not imply that the road is 
unserviceable, but merely that the bituminous surface 
has broken or potholed to the extent of requiring par- 
tial retreatment during the coming season. 

The subsoil conditions on these eastern Oregon high- 
ways are generally favorable, the subgrade being sand 
orsandy soil. If the subgrade had consisted of material 
having high moisture carrying characteristics, it is quite 
likely that the failures would have been much more 
extensive and complete on the sections bound with 
heavy clay binder. 

Clay binder represented by test 2419 (Table 6) was 
used on about 25 miles of The Dalles-California High- 
way between the Crooked River and Bend. This 
section was surfaced in 1921 with fine gravel containing 
little or no cementitious material. The surfacing did 
not compact under traffic, and in 1923 and 1924 binder 
was mixed with the gravel at the rate of from 5 to 8 
cubic yards per hundred feet of road. The surfacing 
then compacted readily. In 1926 the road was treated 
with light “fuel oil” at the rate of 0.408 gallon per 
square yard. The surface remained in good condition 

Fie. 16.—Mite 196 on Cotumpia River HicgHway. Res- 
SURFACED IN 1924. Oru AppLiED aT A RaTE oF 0.495 
GALLON PER SQUARE YARD IN 1925. Surrace REcENTLY 
REOILED LIGHTLY AND SANDED 

Fic. 17.—Mize 206 on Coutumpia River HIgHway. 
SURFACED IN 1924 anp TREATED WITH OIL AT A RATE OF 

RE- 

0.495 GALLON PER SQUARE YARD IN 1925. NoTE THE 
Trarric GuipEe Linge as Usep upon Higu-Typr SURFACES 

during the summer and fall, but T. M. Davis, associate 
highway engineer of the Bureau of Public Roads, 
reported in February, 1927, that there had been a 
general breaking up following alternate freezing and 
thawing during the rather severe winter. Mr. Davis 
reported that the destruction of the surface had been 
practically complete where drainage conditions were 
unfavorable. 
A study of test 2419 shows the binder to be a heavy, 

unstable clay, as evidenced by the high field moisture 
equivalent value and excessive lineal shrinkage. The 
oil surface prevented the escape of moisture by evap- 
oration, and the freezing of this accumulated moisture 
was followed by a general breaking up of about half 
of the section. Figures 21 and 22 are typical views of 
this section before and after the winter. Comparison 
of the condition of surfaces bound with suitable and 
unsuitable binder gives strong emphasis to the import- 
ance of the binder as an element in the success of oil 
treatment. 

TESTS OF OIL-TREATED SURFACING FROM COLUMBIA RIVER 

HIGHWAY 

Table 7 shows the results of tests of the samples 
taken from the oil-treated surfacing of the Columbia 
River Highway at various points indicated by reference 
to the mileage from Portland corresponding to the 
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Fia. 18.—Mite 216 on Cotumpia River Higuway. Re- Fie. 19.—MiILE 226 on Cotumpia River Hicuway. ReE- 

SURFACED IN 1923 aNp OILED IN 1925 SURFACED AND TREATED WITH OIL At A Rate oF 0.24 
GALLON PER SQUARE YARD IN 1923 AND AN ADDITIONAL 
TREATMENT OF 0.26 GALLON PER SQUARE YARD IN 1924 

TEST NO 
rete 
x 

BINDER T 

: 
: BINDER TEST NO. 564 LINEAR SHRINKAGE 7.4 PER CENT 

Fic. 20.—TyprcaL SPECIMENS FROM TEstTs TO DETERMINE THE LINEAR SHRINKAGE OF BINDER MATERIAL 
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Fig. 21.—ConpbiITION oF OILED SurRFACE ON MILE 130 or 
THe Datues-CaLirornia Higuway In Avuacust, 1926 

Fig. 22.—Mie 115.8 on Tur DALLES-CALIFoRNIA HIGHWAY 
SHOWING SuRFACE BroKkEN Ur. A SectTION CAN BE SEEN 
IN THE DISTANCE WHERE ONLY THE EpGEs ARE BROKEN 

mileage designation in Figure 5. The character of the 
surface represented by the samples is indicated in each 
case by the letters A, B, or C, referring to the surface 
types previously described. 

In these tests the samples were first dried and then 
subjected to a constant temperature of 325° F. until 
loss had practically ceased. The purpose of this was 
to determine the amount of bitumen volatile at 325° F. 
The remainder of the bitumen was then extracted, 
using benzol as a solvent. The oils used in these treat- 
ments were all residues produced as by-products of 
distillation at high temperatures, and the tests as 
tabulated seem to indicate that the oil does not lose 
any considerable portion of volatile fractions by 
evaporation after exposure for a considerable period 
on the road. The apparent drying on the roadway is 
probably due to absorption and not evaporation. 

After the bituminous material had been removed 
from the sample, the clay content was determined and 
a mechanical analysis was made of material passing a 
10-mesh sieve. The clay determination was made 
in accordance with A. S. T. M. tentative specification 
D137-22 T, except that suspension clay was not 
separated. Clay as reported in the tests includes 
suspension clay. 

The number of washings required to remove the clay 
is significant. Where suitable binder materials had 
been used, relatively few washings were required. 
Where heavy, sticky clay binder had been used, the 
number of washings was greatly increased. 

The samples were taken in strata to determine the 
depth of penetration and the character of material in 
the roadway, and at the time of sampling notes were 
made as to condition of the road and any unusual 
features. Following are descriptions of a few typical 
samples: ; 

Sample 99.1: This sample represents a class C surface, 
i. e., one showing a tendency toward displacement. The 
field notes read: ‘‘ Layer 0 to 1 inch rich and loose. Layer 
1 to 2 inches apparently clayey with some free oil and water. 
Layer 2 to 4 inches, excessive binder. Road has pushed 
and rutted but is fairly comfortable to travel.’’? The 
analysis shows about equal oil content in the upper two 
strata, each 1 inch thick. The amount of bitumen averages 
7 per cent of the 10-mesh sand or 2 per cent of the total 
wearing surface. Clay and silt in the upper inch are about 
normal for an A-type surface, but the two lower strata 
apparently contain about 19 per cent of clay and 25 per cent 
of silt. The total amount of oil found in the upper 2-inch 
stratum equals approximately one-half gallon per square 
yard, and the lack of stability in the wearing surface is not 
believed to be due to an excess of oil. The high clay con- 
tent was probably responsible -for the displacement noted. 
Clay for binder on this section was obtained from the 
Seufert pit, represented by test 2407, Table 6. 

Sample 122.1: This represents a class A surface. The 
field notes read: ‘“‘Rocky surface is typical of the John 
Day-Quinton section. Coarse rock in the surface stands 
up and gives nonskid effect. Oiled surface 1 inch thick.” 
The analysis shows a bituminous content of 5.4 per cent of 
the 10-mesh material, which is about normal for A-type 
surfacing. The clay content is unusually low; otherwise 
the grading is normal. From the standpoint of nonskid 
qualities as well as smoothness, the section is probably 
ideal. The binder came from the pit at mile 125.7, test 
2411 (see fig. 5 and Table 6). Only 12 washings were 
required to remove the clay from this sample. 

Sample 192.3: Another C surface. The field notes read: 
“Trrigation ditch parallels road about 40 feet from the center 
line. Surface is rutting and pushing badly. Has been 
treated with tar recently on old oil applied in 1925, and the 
tar cake is one-fourth inch thick. From one-fourth to 2 
inch depth, surfacing filled with soft, wet clay. Under this, 
to a depth of 4 inches, gravel bound with sandy material. 
Failure evidently due to excess of clay binder in upper 
2 inches of road.’’ The analysis shows a high percentage 
of undesirable clay binder in the wearing surface.  Fifty- 
one washings were necessary to remove this clay. Thirteen 
per cent of clay was found in the base course, but the 
difference in the character of the clay in the base is revealed 
by its removal in 17 washings. In this instance, water 
evidently reached the surfacing by seepage from the irriga- 
tion canal and the oil mat on the surface of the road pre- 
vented the moisture from escaping by normal evaporation. 
Subsoil conditions were not unfavorable. The base course, 
as noted, was sandy. This sample and the condition of the 
road emphasizes the importance of the character of the 
binder in a roadway which is to be oiled. 

Sample 224.1: This sample represents a class B surface 
i. e., one having a fine, granular, sheet asphalt texture. The 
field notes read: ‘‘This sample is from a section which 
was oiled in September, 1928, using one-half gallon per 
square yard of roadway. Texture of surface smooth and 
uniform. Oil surface 1 inch thick and very hard. Base 
from 1 to 4 inch depth bound tight.”” The analysis shows 
a very low bituminous content and a fairly high percent- 
age of binder in the top inch. The base course, from 1 to 4 
inch depth, appears to have been bound with a voleanic 
ash similar to that represented by test 2415. (Table 6.) 
This is one of the earliest oil sections constructed in the 
State of Oregon. 

The study of the tests of surface-treated material 
seems to show quite conclusively that stability is best 
obtained where the road is well bound under traffic 
without the use of sticky, heavy clays. The amount 
of bituminous material required is small. It is quite 
apparent that stability in the surfacing is more depend- 
ent upon the stable character of the road material than 
upon the amount or kind of oil used. 

re 



September, 1927 

The use of “fuel oil’’—an oil with an asphalt content 
of 40 to 50 per cent—for dust pallative purposes was 
begun on California State highways in 1924. The 
treatment at that time consisted of an application of 
one-tenth to one-seventh of a gallon per square yard 
repeated two or three times during a season. On 
many sections this repeated oiling, even with light oil, 
tended to produce a hard, oil-bound surface. The 
surface thus formed was not uniform and it was neces- 
sary to keep a thin covering or mulching of oil and sand 
or fine gravel over the surface of the road. 

Fig. 23.—PowrrR Broom ArracHED To Front END oF A 
TrActoR USED FOR CLEANING SURFACE Brerore Apptii- 
CATION OF OIL 

Somewhat heavier oiling was undertaken on the 
Redwood Highway in Division I under T. A. Bedford, 
division engineer, in 1925. This division is composed 
of the coast counties in the northern part of the State, 
including Humboldt and Mendocino, and the 1925 
work was done in these two counties. These counties 
are mountainous, heavily timbered, and have a rainfall 
of 40 to 80 inches per season; but there is compara- 
tively little frost and the summers are hot and dry. 
The dust nuisance on the Redwood Highway, which 
had previously been surfaced with crushed stone, was 
particularly objectionable where the highway passed 
through the orchards, vineyards, and the redwood 
forests. Short sections of the highway were given 
applications of oil in varying amounts with little or no 
preparatory treatment of the road. In some cases as 
much as one-third of a gallon per square yard was 
applied, and the results, from a dust-pallative stand- 
point, fully justified the expenditure. 

In the spring of 1926 it was found that the oiled sur- 
face had withstood the winter and was in good condi- 
tion in many places. The results of the applications 
made during the preceding season were so encouraging 
that the work was undertaken on a much larger scale, 
with the idea of attempting to produce a more lasting 
dustless surface. The sections selected were in typical 
condition; some were in a good state of preservation 
and others were worn to the danger point. The 
traffic averaged about 1,000 vehicles per day during 
the summer and somewhat less in winter. 
From his previous experience the division engineer 

had concluded that sweeping prior to treatment would 
be very desirable, but, because of delays in obtaining 
the necessary equipment, this practice was not insti- 
tuted until June 15, 1926. In general, the sections 
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which were swept prior to oiling are now in the best 
condition. 

On. the sections completed prior to June 15, 1926, the 
preparation consisted of the blading of the mulch into 
rows along the shoulders of the highway. Oil was 
then applied at the rate of 0.44 gallon per square yard 
and the loose material bladed back over the freshly 
oiled surface. The mulching averaged about 1 inch in 
thickness and served as a blanket which absorbed the 
oil. While this method had the merit of giving traffic 
entire protection against the spattering of fresh oil, the 
treatment was open to the very serious objection of 
producing a rather thin mat of oil-treated material 
which was not properly traffic bound. Beneath this 
mat there was found in practically every case examined 
a layer of loose, dry, unsaturated screenings and dust. 

On the work carried on after June 15 the blading of 
the mulching into windrows was followed by thorough 
sweeping with a power broom attached to the front 
end of a tractor as shown in Figure 23, and the broom- 
ing was continued until the loose material was removed 
and the surface of the rock exposed, as shown in 
Figure 24. 

After the loose material had been swept from the 
surface of the road, oil was applied in two applications 
of approximately one-quarter of a gallon each, as shown 
in Figure 25, the second following within a few minutes 
of the first. The mulching was then bladed back over 
the fresh oil, usually within 10 to 30 minutes after the 
spreading. Figure 26 shows the same section of road 
after the loose material had been bladed half-way 
across the freshly oiled strip. The next passage of the 
blade completed the covering. 

Fic. 24.—Exposep Rock SuRFACE UPON COMPLETION OF 
BROOMING 

Later in the season the dust was screened by hand 
from the mulching before spreading upon the oil. 

On certain sections the traffic had bound the surfac- 
ing material so thoroughly that a negligible amount 
was removed by the sweeping. Even when supple- 
mented by additional screenings, the cover upon the 
oil was very thin and was composed of relatively clean 
material. 

About March 1, 1927, the sections treated during 
1926 were examined for differences due to cover mate- 
rial. Although comparisons were somewhat obscured 
by other variables, it was evident that the well-bound 
sections covered with a minimum of material were in 
best condition, that removing dust from the mulching 
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was an advantage, and that sections improperly swept 
before oiling were distinctly inferior to those thoroughly 
cleaned. 

OIL TREATMENT AS AN EMERGENCY MEASURE 

On a number of sections in Division I the metal was 
known to be too thin for satisfactory treatment and 
was lacking in the uniformity which is required for 
best results. The treatment in these cases was given 
to prevent anticipated destruction during the subse- 
quent rainy season. The road was bladed to remove 
the rough spots, and was treated with a heavy grade 
of “fuel oil” at the rate of a half-gallon per square 
yard. When the oiling was completed, the rough 
spots and holes were patched with premixed oil and 
screenings. Results have entirely justified the ex- 
penditure. In general, the sections are much smoother 
than they were prior to treatment, and the application 
of the oil has had the effect of waterproofing the road, 
of stopping the loss of metal, and, in many cases, of 
preventing a break-up during the winter. 

Fig. 25.—AppLicaTION OF OIL TO CLEANED SURFACE 

8 

Fig. 26.—Muucuine Parrity BuapEp Back OvER OILED 
SURFACE 

While oil treatment without proper preparation of 
the surface is not generally recommended, many cases 
will be found where such use of oil will be economical. 
Failures in such instances should not discredit oil 
treatment. Maintenance costs on surfaces which are 
treated without proper preliminary preparation will 
be considerably higher and the same degree of smooth- 
ness will perhaps never be attained. The engineers 
estimate that a two-man patrol, with a suitable truck 
and the necessary premixed material, can patch all 
breaks in 40 to 60 miles of highway. They say tht 

it is extremely important that such patching be kept 
up continuously and that small breaks be repaired 
immediately. Otherwise moisture collects in the 
depressions, saturates the surface under the adjacent 
oil top, and the break spreads with great rapidity. 
Experience up to this time indicates that the cost of 
patching and other maintenance will be less than the 
cost of the dragging and blading of the untreated 
sections. 

The character of the oil used in the work done in 
Division I varied widely. That used in Humboldt 
County had a specific viscosity (Engler) of about 10 at 
122° F. The asphalt content (80 penetration) ranged 
from 60 to 65 per cent. This oil is identical with most 
of the oil used in the Oregon work, and an inspection 
of the treated sections about March 1, 1917, indicated 
that it is too light for use in localities in which the rain- 
fall is as heavy as in the California county. The 
specific gravity of such oil is about 0.94. If, therefore, 
rainfall is heavy and the road metal is moved or dis- 
turbed, the oil floats off on the surface of the water. 
This condition was particularly noticeable on the sec- 
tions above described which had been covered with a 
rather thick laver of mulching. The rainfall for the 
season at the time of the inspection had been about 
50 inches, and it is estimated that in places one-half 
of the oil had been removed in the manner described. 
Where the road metal had been thoroughly compacted 
prior to oiling the oil had withstood the winter rains 
quite satisfactorily. 

On other parts of the same highway in Mendocino 
County the oil used hada specific viscosity of 45 to 
80 at 122° F. This oil has a considerably higher 
specific gravity, and the surfaces treated with it were 
generally tight and uniform and showed no evidence of 
appreciable loss. . 

Experience of maintenance engineers verified by 
measurements justifies the estimate that the average 
loss of metal on the Redwood Highway was about 300 
tons per mile per year, and the cost of replacing this 
metal would average not less than $750 per mile. The 
average cost of oil treatment in Division I last year was 
about $500 per mile, including such screenings as were 
necessary to produce a covering. Table 8 shows the 
cost of treating sections in the same division where little 
or no screenings were added. 

TABLE 8.—Cost of surface treatment in Division I, California, 1926 
(practically no cover material used) 

| 

Cost per mile 
; : Quan- |. a ee ee 

Project Length, Width ye | MASCoLe 

Labor | Rental} Oil! | lane- | Total 
| | ous 

Gals. 
per 

Miles | Feet | sq. yd. 
Men.-1-A ------ 0.73 18 0. 45 $98 $78 $233 $27 $436 

1. 23 18 47 192 | 115 215 29 551 
Men.-1-B 1__--- 4.12 18 - 50 109 81 291 24 505 

4.11 18 . 44 71 58 236 18 383 
1.4 18 45 | 167 71 235 29 502 

Men.-1-D1----- visa 18 30 91 54 158 18 321 
3. 96 18 38 90 33 198 14 335 

Men.-15-A.--.-} 13.1 18 . 30 50 | 33 154 7 244 
Men.-70-A - -__- 1.4 18 . 46 | 84 | 70 239 14 407 

2.2 18 33 | 114 | 43 156 11 324 
Men.-1-F2_____- 2.61 18 28 98 68 199 30 395 
Lak.-16-A ____-- 1.15 21 .49 176 | 185 301 82 744 
Son.-1—A - -_----| 4.3 18 . 54 163 | 92 242 35 532 

Total and | 
averages) 41542. |" nas. --|2--2ee reel Sos bok oh | ee 379 

| 

1 Cost of oil at refinery, $1.04 per barrel. Freight averaged substantially the same 
amount. Average cost of oil, including freight, 4.9 cents per gallon. 
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ptember, 1927 

The oil treatment as here applied was effective in 
stopping loss of metal and would be economical if the 
operation had to be repeated annually. That it will 
not have to be charged off annually but that it may be 
expected to give at least two or three years of average 
service is evidenced by the present condition of work 
done last year, at least 80 per cent of which is in first- 
class condition. 

The cost of oil treatments in other counties and di- 
visions of California is shown in Table 9. Tests of the 
oils used in these treatments are reported in Table 10. 

TEMPORARY OIL NE ty HEAVY TRAFFIC IN SHASTA 
he's 

Similar oil treatments have been carried on in several 
other divisions of California but not so extensively. 
Two other sections of surface treatment show the pos- 
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sibilities of the use of such treatment for temporary 
purposes under heavy traffic. One of these is a section 
north of Redding designated as II]-Sha-—3-B. This 
section, §.12 miles in length, has an average traffic of 
about 1,500 vehicles per day, and an occasional maxi- 
mum of 3,000 or more during midsummer. Crushed 
rock surfacing 21 feet in width had been completed in 
1925 and maintained by dragging and blading. Con- 
siderable binder material had been added and the road 
was thoroughly compacted, and calcium chloride had 
been used as a dust palliative during the 1925 season. 

This section was surface treated in June, 1926, the 
general method being similar to that followed in Oregon 
and Division I in California except that sweeping was 
continued much longer than is the usual practice. The 
road was swept and reswept until the rock particles 
were exposed to a depth of one-fourth to one-half 

TaBLE 9.—Cost of surface treatment in California, 1926 (with cover material) 

Cost per mile ! 

Project | Length | Width | Quantity Operation 
uno) Equip- ..,| Miscel- Labor eG Material | laneous | Total 

| Gals per | 
Miles Feet sq. yd. 

UR Disa cy Rar oe se ee ae 16 OFSnlePreparing basoas. sts seket se I ee $9 $5 | $4 | $18 
OIL eas eee ee Re rer a Te Nee $89 184 132 + 20 432 
COV ORS een eS ae eee 105 25 130 | 8 268 

Motalee aoe 6 tee tee ea ets 194 218 267 | 39 718 

\ Ln SOR eee: Se ee ee 13.9 16 OMI LODALINIe DaSoe tee eec eee ons ee Sh 3 TSU ee eee | 1) 17 
| GANT rate oi | oo SS ee ee 97 121 170 49 437 
| OCOVGI SS Ee a eee eens me Ae ee | ae ooeeeee se DIA Hee sees 214 

Oba 2 eee Tn ee 100 134 384 50 668 

errata Ae eT 11.2 16 64 | Preparing base__..-...--..--.-----------.- 6 Oo etn | 2 | 36 
Gs tat ee, VOR ig Se Oe ee 2 ee ene 79 112 196 4] 428 
CONGR nee ase ee oa ree Mee See AE ee eee ee a DON aes cae 275 

| PD yt) Mee ees es ee ee 85 140 471 43 739 
| 

HL Sa SS Ae ae ee see ae ee 6. 12 21 FOE Le Daring WaSGes. mesa. oe eae ok eS 128 1G 2 glee ® = Seas 38 318 
Oiliitc eee eee en nee hee ree 61 51 | 257 | 11 380 
CO ViCl eee ree ed eee eee eet | 138 36 | 153 | 10 337 
MratherpropeebiOni. wee = eee ee ee Peer /= |) 3 om ee Pe ea 37 37 

hi hoes Le ee 327 230 | 410 | 96 | 1,072 
OS a 18.9 a ees Propariny bases fe 2 688 otcacts 2. 120 85 | 46 58} 309 

(Qyinataee 2. Shh date = | UR BN ee eon ae 81 63 | BLe 33 494 

COV. CT re ee are ere ey vee nL 145 THA) 38 25 285 
[(Pratiesprovectione= -ases2 ss 29. ose = ees Serger to. |S oa ee ee | 81 81 
IMSGEI an COUSam saan ween ae epee | eo oye el 2215 2215 

"POtg) See ee SA Se ch 346 225 401 | 412 1, 384 

RICCO A DeN Se Re eee Bate os 2.0 TSvigeets saree (PROPALINe  DAGOsa = Bees ers cee ee 13 Sally chrome 2 eG > | 21 
Ollingtaneseeewetee ns ar 44 20 | ie eae ee | 252 
COV Gree = Seen eet ete ee a eet 21 5 | ( Eaeee eee 88 
IMAISCEH aT COLLIS eens ie Saw es |! se ee ieee eee ene SA nee OS 10 10 

Tee le ae 78 33 250 | 10 371 

TOTES CF) ea ASS yf Se ae) cr eg | 2.0 AS ASE Ee me ‘Propaning, Daseh= seer a ee eer 2 2 8 6 Pied (Ry | Mae Ee 31 
PO iling Same eee re tere ee 64 43 | (Sly eceeee 288 
CON Clee ee ee eee 52 30 DAS! Wee. ee 300 
AViiscellancoud ase eee seen esse cence| ec ceeme ae BesceaBses 27 27 

TOfal aa eee ee EE SE 122 98 399 27 646 

VILE JAGR, = gt oie oe St pel 6.5 19 HOV aide opine skew. os a eae Se ee 65 25 | 18) See er eee 108 
Oulin pee ee ee ee ee 43 48 | 181 40 312 
COV Chen Sen ee ae ee 117 83 PA ain ee RS ea 226 
MVCiscellancousse Baer eres ee es ee Pye A ee ee ae 57 | 57 

pin eee ee 225 156 225 97 | 703 

IV S. F.-55-A; S. M.-55-A1_-.-.---- San sc| MEE 33 BeePreparing bisete tan etc. 63 il een Soe 9 | 107 
| LITT aia ae re rag ey SS yy a 96 45 328 14 483 

CONGIeee  ee oriei So e 188 161 276 13 638 
MMSCOllANeOUSs eye ae rae ce ees ot lS eel eeets co pee esas 92 | 92 

CN OCQIE meee oe eee oe ne 347 241 | 604 128 1, 320 

NI TM bo Ao 2 Bee oo tS 8 ee 4.89 18 ale ROD ALIN Ca aSO =e einem es tee ee ce 64 eee 3. 120 
| Oiling See ees oo an ee See 31 21 154 18 | 224 
| COV CY ae on nee eee a ne. Sea en 50 57 | 116 14 | 237 

| Rota ea ee ene Set 145 131 270 35 | 581 

1 Average cost per mile reduced to 18-foot width, $830, 
2 Mostly patching. 
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TasLe 10.— Typical California fuel oils used in bitwminous treat- 
ments by the California Highway Commission in 1926 

| | i 
| Specific ae Per 

m= : | Nee 4|  VisS- SIFY; | cent of 
I'ype of treatment | Lab. Date _ | Specific Baumé cosity Say- peoiialt 

and project No. | sampled | gravity (gravity Engler, Bee Benes 
122° F.| Jo90 g_ | tration 

Surface treatment: | 
T= iil eee | 1540 | June 23 | 0.9409 , 18.8 Ba Nee arene 51.0 
I-Hum.-1-D_-_.-__-| 1541 | July 10 -9409 | 18.8 sili, [ts Se eee oy | 52.9 
I-Hum.-1-G,___----| 1741 | Oct. 8] .94538 18. 1 LOS Oh | aes aoe 55. 0 
TI-Hum.-1-G,__-_---- Wa? Wee 0ces ee . 9446 18. 2 TRO) Sy ete ie 55..5 
I-Hum.-l-Ib___---.-- 1683 | Sept. 11 | .9557 16.5 LOS See eee 54. 4 
T—Mien2> -~ 22-22-22) 1690.) Sept. 4 PE Srl) IR yf 120007 aere ee 73.8 
I-Men.-1_____-------| 1446 | May 25 . 9742 eee (abe il el Fae Je es od | 74.5 
T=Mien Fes... see | 1458 | May 26 . 9642 15. 2 ion 0h| eee ee 81.2 
I-Men =) 1479 | June 9 . 9655 15.0 TA. eee Sines §2.5 
I-Men) 1-2 = 3 (480) |e doeees . 9695 14.4 to Hay Ale ie eae 77.8 
TI=Menialies Sec | 1526 | June 25 . 9668 14.8 64444). eo 71.0 
VE Crk ee ea Gb 2st eee Oee ee . 9722 14.0 pW Sse SE os 69.1 
II-Sha.-3B3-_--_-----| 1469 | May 25 . 9675 14.7 7 Vaal Pe es ee 62.0 
II-Sha.-3 B3 i -| 1470 | May 29 . 9668 14.8 O2voy soe 66. 4 
LI-Shs.-38 Baste eee) SATE We 2! ES See ne = 43.7 |. 63. 2 
Li-Shaics G2 ees ee 1487 | June 12 JO668t| tse eae HOY Os | ese 57.0 
II-Sis.-3B2__....----| 1713 | Sept. 16 . 9749 13.6 6820s eee 60. 0 
Li-Sis.-3B9_--<-=.--- | 1714 | Sept. 18] .9749 13.6 68::0;) ee eee 63.0 
II-Sisi<3 G22 oJ | 1672 | Sept. 2 . 9695 14. 4 D4, (Gs 5 sabes 63. 0 
TI=Sis=3 CG. seen 2 5se 1709 | Sept. 6 . 9688 14.5 Eta eee te, ee | 65. 8 
Ti-Sis.=3 @ i222 55 22 ie 74a tn) ea a . 9722 14.0 04 ees | 64.8 
IJ-Sis.-3C__ fect arb} | Ao Kafe Aa . 9681 14.6 SOROS See 66. 5 

Surface mixing method: | | 
VIilI-Imp.-26G_-_.-.| 1654 | Aug. 25 | .9550 16.6 23.9 117 | 67.4 
VIll-Imp.-26G_:- 2 L6Sb |) Aue. 26 . 9537 16.8! 25.9 1D | 64. 5 
VIlI-Imp.-26G _ _- 1656, 125200--. = . 9531 16.9 | 24.4 116 64. 1 
VIilI-Imp.-26G_- _- 1657 | Aug. 27 | .9557 16. 5 35. 8 115 60. 9 
VIilI-Imp.-26G_____| 1658 |--.do___-_| . 9544 16. 7 30. 1 115 64. 5 
VIill-Imp.-26G_-_---| 1659 | Aug. 28 | .9492 N75) | 2928; 115 63. 6 
VIII-Imp.-26G_ - --- 1663 | Aug. 20 . 9655 SOs 0:0) | seers oe 64. 6 
VIill-Imp.—26G_-_-.--| 1664 | Aug. 30] .9655 LOS) 285222 63. 8 
VIlI-Imp.-26G____-| 1665 | Aug. 31 | . 9581 16.9 24.8 116 | 65. 6 
VIlI-Imp.-27Bs5___-- 14383 | May 1 - 9428 TSE S|) OAD We ee aoe 63. 0 
VItI-Imp.-27B3__--- 1431 | Apr. 30 . 9459 18. 1 Li. 67.8 
VIII-S. Bd.-81D____| 1772 | Aug. 24 - 9628 15.4; 30.9 6227 
VIII-S. Bd.-31D.._-| 1773 | Aug. 25 | . 9681 14.6 | 49.4 62.3 
VIII-S. Bd.-31D____| 1775 | Aug. 26 | . 9688 14.5 50. 0 67. 4 
VIII-S. Bd.-31D_-_-| 1776 | Aug. 27 | .9628 15. 4 26. 7 63. 4 
Wiles Bd-siDi -| 1777 | Aug. 30 | . 9662 14.9 26. 4 63.3 
VIII-S. Bd.-31-58r-_-| 1778 |---do-_---- . 9675 14.7 52.0 69. 7 

inch. This was to insure a nonskid texture on account 
of steep grades and sharp curves. Fuel oil having 
an asphalt content of about 65 per cent was then 
applied in two applications of one-fourth gallon each. 
The oil had a specific viscosity (Engler at “122° ayeOr 
45 to 50. Because of its high viscosity, the oil pene- 
trated slowly and chips were added after each applica- 
tion. The chips ranged in size from three-fourths 
inch to 10-mesh, and the amount used averaged about 
50 cubic yards per mile. The heavy, sticky. oil effec- 
tively held the chips in place, and these, together with 
thorough sweeping prior to treatment, gave the result- 
ing surface the desired nonskid texture closely resem- 
bling that of bituminous macedam, as shown in Figure 
27. This texture remained 
throughout the season. 

Roughometer readings ° taken on this section during 
the latter part of August, 1926, showed a roughness 
of 25 to 30 inches per mile, which corresponds with 
that usually found on first-class bituminous macadam. 

The cost of treating this section was $1,072 per mile, 
or 8.7 cents per square yard, compared with $726 per 
mile of 16-foot width, or 7.7 cents per square yard for 
similar work in Division I. The difference lies in the 
thorough preparatory sweeping and in the amount of 
chips applied. Table 9 shows detailed costs of surface 
treatment on this and other sections upon which cover 
material was used in considerable quantities. 

H.S. Comly, division engineer in charge of this con- 
struction, states that ‘thee average cost of maintenance 

6 Readings were made with a Bureau of Public Roads ea ae operated at 
20 miles per hour and calibrated to give results comparable with those obtained on 
the same road with a vialog. The calibration consisted of running the car over five 
1 by 10 inch boards placed at 50-foot intervals on asmoothsurface. The result is taken 
to represent ‘‘10 inches’’ of roughness and a conversion factor is established, 

unaltered under traffic: 

on a 60-mile section of untreated road between Redding 
and Dunsmuir, including the section above described 
has been averaging about $1,900 per mile per year 
under traffic of about 1,500 vehicles. This cost of 
maintenance included the cost of such metal as was 
replaced, calcium chloride dust palliative, and sprink- 
ling. The experience already indicates considerable 
reduction as a result of the oil treatment. In addition, 
a smoother, nonskid, dustless surface has an increased 
service value difficult to estimate. 

Fic. 27.—Picturr TAKEN ON THE Pactric HIGHWAY NEAR 
Reppina One Monts Arter CoMPLETION OF SURFACE, 
SHOWING SurFacE TEXTURE was RETAINED 
UNDER HEAvy TRAFFIC 

WHICH 

THE SKYLINE BOULEVARD 

Another section, 51% miles long, was treated during the 
season of 1926 in Division IV near San Francisco under’ 
traffic even more severe than those above described. 
The section is a pleasure drive extending southerly from 
the city of San Francsico and carries little truck traffic. 

Traflic, according to the 1926 census, averages about _ 
2,000 vehicles per day with an occasional Sunday maxi-. 
mum of several times this number. The road had been 
surfaced with crushed rock, the northerly 3% miles to 
a width of 35 feet and the remainder 29 feet. Light. 
oil had been used as dust palliative but was relatively 
ineffective under this extremely heavy traffic. Patches 
of oil-bound surface had formed which tended to add 
to the roughness of the road, but it is probable that the 
use of the light oil had somewhat reduced the loss of 
the metal. It was not otherwise successful. The sec- 
tion was given a surface treatment in August, 1926, 
under the supervision of John H. Skeggs, division engi- 
neer. Preparation for the new treatment consisted of 
smoothing, blading, and thorough sweeping. The 
mulching on the road was hand screened to remove the 
dust and the coarser material was used to cover the 
fresh oil which was spread in two applications of ap- 
proximately one-fourth gallon each. Additional screen- 
ings were applied as needed, and on the completion of 
oiling a program of intensive patching and mending 
was undertaken. Depressions were carefully filled 
with pre-mixed material and compacted under traffic. 
The construction and maintenance produced a very 
satisfactory surface which has withstood traffic for 
about a year. Roughometer readings on February 17, 
1927, gave an average roughness of 25 to 30 inches per 
mile, which, as has been stated, is about normal for 
first-class bituminous macadam. | A section of asphaltic 
concrete adjoining this highway within the city limits 
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ee Francisco gave a roughness of 40 inches per 
mile. 

The average cost of the treatment on the Skyline 
Boulevard was $1,320 per mile and the width of the 
surface treated averaged about 33 feet. The cost, 
width being considered, was about average. 

With the cooperation of the automobile clubs, traffic 
was kept off the oil during the treatment and work was 
carried on without complaint from the traveling public. 

GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE METHOD OF SURFACE TREATMENT 

On the basis of the cooperative study to date and 
the inspection of the methods and results of surface 
oiling in Oregon and California, several general com- 
ments are pertinent. 

It is apparent that the cost of this bituminous treat- 
ment in many cases is less than the value of the metal 
which would otherwise be lost in a single year. 

The treatment, where properly conducted results in 
a dustless surface which is much smoother than the 
untreated crushed rock and gravel surface; and experi- 
ments by the Washington State College indicate that 
the tire wear caused by roads of this type is no greater 
than that caused by more expensive pavements. 
Two physical features of the road to be treated are 

most important. There should be an adequate thick- 
ness of surfacing, and the binder in the road metal 
should not be a heavy, unstable clay. Such binder has 
given satisfactory results in some cases in untreated 
roads, but the application of oil forms a waterproof 
cover which holds moisture in the road, and clays of 
this character remain saturated, unstable, and without 
cementing value. 

It has been demonstrated by experience that the 
treatment can be employed successfully under climatic 
conditions as widely varying as those of eastern Oregon 
and Humboldt and Mendocino Counties in California. 
In eastern Oregon the roads have been subjected to a 
relatively low annual precipitation, to long hot sum- 
mers, and winters in which the temperature goes well 
below zero. It has been demonstrated in this section 
that satisfactory results can be obtained where ex- 
tremes of temperature prevail except where the surface 
metal is mixed with unsatisfactory clay binders. The 
sections in Humboldt and Mendocino Counties show 
that a successful result can be obtained under condi- 
tions of long-continued rainfall; but in such wet 
climates it has been found that variations in the 
characteristics of the oil have far more influence than 
is apparent in the drier, colder sections. 

In the drier climates, where considerable penetration 
is desired, the light grade of ‘‘fuel oil” has given excel- 
lent results. In sections where rainfall is heavy, it has 
been found that the heavier ‘“‘fuel oil”? should be used, 
at least in the surface coat. Heavy oil, however, 
requires more screenings than light oil and is, therefore, 
more costly. In certain localities a first application of 
light oil followed by an application of heavy oil will 
accomplish the desired results and keep the cost of 
screenings at a minimum. It is apparent, therefore, 
that the selection of the bituminous material requires 
careful consideration. 

A nonskid texture can be secured on a road which is 
bound with stone dust or inert binder by sweeping 
before treatment until the stone particles are exposed. 
A covering of screenings on the last coat of oil improves 
the texture. 

Intelligent and efficient maintenance beginning im- 
mediately after construction is essential to the success 
of surface treatment, and if a highway organization is 
not in a position to carry on such maintenance work 
the treatments herein described are not recommended. 

Accurate cost data as to maintenance of crushed 
rock and gravel roads thus treated with light “‘fuel oil” 
are not yet available, but indications point to a cost of 
$300 per mile per year with traffic of about 500 vehicles. 

Freshly oiled surface is readily damaged by iron tires 
which pick up the oil and leave bare tracks that do not 
entirely heal. Rubber tires do not appreciably damage 
such a road; but a reckless driver on a freshly oiled 
surface not only endangers himself and his own property 
but is a menace to others. Skidding upon the recently 
oiled roadway has caused several accidents. Also it is 
very difficult to drive a car over such a surface without 
spattering it from end to end with oil. The cleaning 
of a car in this condition costs from $5 to $10, and a 
considerable loss in the aggregate may result to motor- 
ists on a road carrying heavy traffic. One thousand 
cars per day would mean a cleaning charge of $5,000 
per day or more. If this damage has resulted from 
travel over 5 miles of freshly oiled surface, the charge is 
$1,000 per mile per day against the oil treatment. This 
damage might accumulate for several days and would 
largely nullify the benefits of this very economical type 
of surface treatment. Traffic protection should re- 
ceive most careful attention, otherwise the treatment is 
likely to fall into disfavor. Especially would this be 
the case if oiling proceeds hee new sections being 
opened as others are finished. 

The application of chips in the amount of about 40 
or 50 cubic yards per mile (10 or 12 pounds per square 
yard) immediately after oiling reduces the damage to 
rolling stock. This is not sufficient, however, unless 
cars are operated at very slow speed. Where detours 
are available, the road should be closed to traffic until 
the oil has penetrated. Chips may be applied, but 
rather to add nonskid quality to the road surface than 
as a protective measure. 

If traffic can not be detoured and the road closed 
during treatment, oiling should proceed in successive 
strips, leaving enough untreated or completely covered 
roadway to care for traffic. In any event, traffic should 
be cautioned that a speed in excess of 8 miles per hour 
on a freshly oiled surface, even for a few hundred feet, 
will result in an expensive cleaning job. 

Where traffic is carried on a road under treatment, 
traffic control is ordinarily installed. The usual control 
is not sufficiently rigid to provide protection. Such 
a control system, it is suggested, should consist of 
special officers stationed at each end of the freshly oiled 
road. The officers should stop each car and present 
the driver with a ticket showing the time at which the 
car will reach the other end of the control if operated 
at a speed of not more than 8 miles per hour. The 
driver should be told that he will not be permitted to 
pass the control at the other end until the time indicated 
Merely cautioning the drivers is not sufficient, as has 
been demonstrated in many Cases. 

Too much stress can not be placed on the importance 
of such protective measures. The motorists will 
benefit after oil treatment by the complete elimination 
of dust, but this subsequent benefit is forgotten when 
an owner discovers that his car is rather thoroughly 
covered with black, sticky oil. 
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BITUMINOUS TREATMENT OF CRUSHED ROCK AND GRAVEL ROADS BY THE SURFACE 
MIXING 

Wisconsin 7 began using a surface-mixing process in 
1923, Wyoming experimentally i in 1925, and California 
in 1926. The immediate occasion in each case was a 
section of road with too much loose material on the 
surface to permit use of the ordinary surface-treatment 
process; but promise of durability, extraordinary riding 
qualities, and special adaptability to fine crushed 
surfaces indicate a wide field for the process. 

Wisconsin reports a cost of about $1,250 and Cali- 
fornia an average of about $1,268 a mile for an 18-foot 
width of this type of treatment. (See Table 11.) The 
lower cost of oil in California as compared with tar in 
Wisconsin permits a greater thickness of treated 
material for about the same cost. No figures are 
available as to’ the cost of maintenance, but both 
States are convinced that it will be less than the 
maintenance of surface-treated roads. 

TABLE 11.—Cost of surface-mixing treatment on southern Califor- 
nia projects, 1926 
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Reduced to 18-foot road, the average cost of the mixed surface treatment is $1,268 
per mile. 

Experience with the surface-mixing method is too 
short to permit an accurate estimate of probable life. 
However, examination of a number of treated earth 
roads constructed 10 or more years ago shows no dete- 
rioration of the oil binder with age, and, apparently, 
the oil treatment should have the life of the underlying 
structure, which depends upon such factors as weight 
and volume of traffic, adequate thickness, subsoil, and 
climate. The residual asphaltic oil does not evaporate 
and hardens but slowly. Roughness and breaks in the 
surface are to be remedied by reworking or patching 
as a part of routine maintenance. 

Although construction costs are relatively low, dis- 
cussion of the economics of the type requires that a 
term be assumed within which the cost of treatment 
should be written off. Depending as it does upon many 
factors, the term must be rather arbitrarily selected. 
It is suggested that the period be assumed to lie between 
5 and 10 years, dependent upon subsoil, climate, and 
probable increase of traffic. The type is believed to be 
adequate for a maximum of 1,000 vehicles per day. If 
the treatment is an emergency measure to protect a 
road of insufficient thickness, the outcome is too uncer- 
tain to justify assuming life beyond the current 
maintenance year. 

7 Tar Bartage Treatment of Gravel meade by N. M. Isabella, ete mokee 
vol. 6, No. 2, April, 1925, p. 40. 

PROCESS 

This process presumes prior construction of a road- 
way of strength ample to carry the loads, which implies 
a sufficient thickness of surface material and also com- 
pactness beneath the oil mixture. A layer of fine, 
loose material between the compacted base and the 
treated surface should be avoided. Mechanical oper- 
ations will be difficult where the road metal contains 
any considerable quantity of large stone, but are simple 
on fine crushed rock or gravel. The presence of heavy 
clay binder is objectionable, but the proper amount of 
fine inert filler is an advantage. 

Ths viscosity of the oil used is an important factor 
in this process. It must not be too heavy to mix with 
the road metal readily at prevailing temperature. 
Quantity is even more critical; an excess results in 
rutting and other displacement; a deficiency causes 
raveling. Heretofore the only gauge has been the 
appearance of the mixture, but the similarity to other 
asphaltic types and the expense and unreliability of 
cut-and-try methods suggest the possibility of utilizing 
a modified form of the stain test, once common in sheet 
asphalt practice. As stated elsewhere in this report, 
experiments along this line have been very promising. 
Uniformity is difficult to attain because inevitably the 
thickness will vary from place to place, and with uni- 
form application of oil the result will be an irregular 
richness. If the irregularity is sufficient to be observed 
during the construction process, additional fine mate- 
rial beneath the richer portions should be loosened and 
incorporated into the oiled material. 

THE SURFACE-MIXING METHOD AS USED IN CALIFORNIA 

So far as known no’ metaled roads on the Pacific 
coast were treated according to the Wisconsin method 
or in a similar manner until the summer of 1926. 
During the latter part of that year approximately 50 
miles of this type was constructed on the California 
highway system in San Bernardino and Imperial 
Counties with, however, a number of differences in the 
details of the process. Eighteen miles of this work is 
in San Bernardino County between Victorville and 
Barstow, and the remainder in Imperial County be- 
tween Westmoreland and Yuma, Ariz. This is a 
desert region where the rainfall is very light, the 
summers long and extremely hot, and consolidation 
for surface treatment is impractical. The applica- 
tion of the surface-mixing method to graveled roads in 
this area was developed by E. Q. Sullivan, division 
engineer, California Division of Highways, and his 
assistant, J. E. Stanton. 

Experimental section—An experimental surface- 
mixed section 700 feet in length was constructed near 
Westmoreland, Imperial County, in June, 1926. The 
road had been surfaced with crushed oravel to a width 
of 18 feet in May, 1924 (contract No. 430, Imp.—26—A), 
but had never compacted under traffic. This first 
experimental treatment consisted of the application of 
1.75 gallons per square yard of ‘‘fuel oil” containing 
approximately 65 per cent of 80-penetration asphalt. 
The oil was spread to a width of 15 feet and mixed 
with the loose gravel by blading and working until 
the mixture was more or less uniform in color. When 
inspected on July 7, 1926, the oil mixture appeared 
richer on the northerly side of the road, in some places 
contained more sand than in others, ‘and in general 
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lacked uniformity. However, it was reasonably smooth 
and did not displace readily. The thickness of the 
mixture was found to be 2 to 24% inches. The results 
of this experiment were encouraging and similar treat- 
ment of the 18 miles of the San Bernardino-Needles 
route was undertaken. 

San Bernardino- Needles route.-—The sections treated 
on this highway consisted of 13.6 miles from Victor- 
ville northerly and 4.6 miles between Hicks and Bar- 
stow. ‘These sections of highway were surfaced in the 
early part of 1926 with 4 to 6 inches of gravel crushed 
to pass a l-inch circular opening. (Contracts 476 and 
489, S. Bd.—31—D-E-F.) The subgrade consisted of 
disintegrated granite and gravelly desert soil. Because 
of heat and lack of rainfall, the surfacing material did 
not bind under traffic, and addition of disintegrated 
granite and other binders failed to remedy conditions, 
so that, in July, 1926, there was a blanket of 1 to 2 
inches of fine, loose gravel covering the entire road- 
way. The road was dusty and much metal was being 
lost. The effort to bind the road metal is reflected in 
the high maintenance costs shown in Tables 1 and 11. 

The treatment adopted was based upon the experi- 
mental section just completed near Westmoreland and 
was as follows: 

1. The road metal was scarified to a uniform depth 
of about 2 inches. 

2. Oil was spread upon one-half of the road in three 
approximately equal applications to a total quantity 
of 1.25 gallons per square yard. After each applica- 
tion the material was partially mixed with disk culti- 
vators and spring-tooth harrows sufficiently to remove 
the excessive stickiness of clear oil. The other half 
of the roadway was then treated in like manner. When 
thus partially mixed the roadway was passable for 
traffic without damage to vehicles or to the road, 
which was a material convenience where detours were 
not available. The oil had an asphaltic content of 
60 to 70 per cent and specific viscosity (Engler) rang- 
ing from 25 to 101 at 122° F. 

3. The partially mixed material was gathered into 
windrows by blade graders, and these windrows were 
moved from side to side of the road until the material 
was thoroughly mixed as indicated by uniform color. 

4. The mixed material was spread by blade graders 
to the final cross section and compacted by traffic. <A 
blade grader was continued in operation for several 
days during the compacting process to fill ruts and 
‘remove irregularities. 

On the Victorville section the treated material aver- 
aged 2.4 inches in thickness at the center and 1.74 
inches at the sides after bemg compacted. On the 
Hicks-Barstow section the thicknesses averaged 3.04 
and 1.43 inches, respectively. 

The cost of the treatment ranged from $1,158 to 
$1,580 per mile for the width of 18 feet. The details 
are shown in Table 11. 
A significant and even startling loss of road metal 

occurred during the six months interval between the 
completion of gravel surfacing and the treatment with 
oil. (See Table 1.) On the Victorville section meas- 
urements showed a reduction of the average thickness 
from 5 to 4.22 inches. At $2.79 per ton the value of 
the lost metal was $979 per mile in the period of six 
months. The Hicks-Barstow section suffered a reduc- 
tion of average thickness from 5 to 3.23 inches, which 
at the same unit price amounts to $2,222 per mile for 
the six-month period. General failure of the treated 
road due to lack of metal would have been probable 

in the near future if the a ie had not been mainly 
disintegrated granite or stable sand-clay. 

The “surface of the treated road is clean, 
reasonably nonskid, and smooth. Roughometer read- 
ings taken in October, 1926, immediately after com- 
pletion showed a total roughness of only 10 inches per 
mile. In July, 1927, readings were again taken and 
the roughness was approximately the same. For com- 
parison, it should be stated that the usual degree of 
roughness on first-class asphaltic pavement ranges 
from 15 to 25 inches per mile and on best concrete from 
6 to 10 inches. In so far as smoothness is concerned, 
the mixing method as practiced on this section gave 
better results nine months after completion than hot- 
mixed asphaltic concrete. The reason for the smooth- 
ness is the method of manipulation, by which the 
bituminous mixture is compacted gradually under 
traffic from the base upward rather than downward 
from the top as occurs under a roller in ordinary 
bituminous construction. The use of long-wheel-base 
blades removes corrugations or other irregularities 
which might otherwise form during construction and the 
low bituminous content probably contributes to 
stability. 

For comparison with the treated sections, roughness 
readings were taken on an untreated section 7 miles in 
length between the two treated sections. These aver- 
aged 119 inches per mile, showing that the untreated 
surface was twelve times as rough as the treated sec- 
tions. The untreated gravel was maintained in the 
usual manner by blading and keeping a loose mulch 
over the surface and, in addition to being much rougher 
than the treated surface, was very dusty and was 
probably bemg worn away at such a rate that the loss 
would equal the cost of oiling in a few months. 

dustless, 

SURFACE MIXING IN IMPERIAL COUNTY 

Mixed bituminous treatment was applied also to 
27.4 miles in the Imperial Valley in September and 
October, 1926. These sections had been surfaced 
with crushed gravel (contracts 4380, 438, and 465) in 
1924 and 1925, but, excepting the Sand Hills-Yuma 
portion, had never properly compacted because of 
extreme heat and lack of humidity. During subse- 
quent maintenance disintegrated granite binder was 
added between El Centro and Imperial and water 
was freely used but without accomplishing much to- 
ward compacting the material or reducing the dust 
nuisance. In 1925 several applications of 40 to 50 
per cent asphaltic oil was spread at the rate of one- 
seventh to one-tenth gallon per square yard in a further 
effort to overcome the dust, but the looseness of the 
surfacing material rendered this ineffective except on 
the Sand Hills-Yuma section, where some improve- 
ment resulted. It afterwards appeared that the oil 
used on this portion of the road actually contained as 
much as 68 per cent of asphalt, but the amount applied 
was not sufficient to produce a permanent wearing 
surface. 

The mixing method finally adopted on these Impe- 
rial Valley sections was quite similar to that used in 
San Bernardino County, excepting that the quantity 
of oil was at first reduced to 1 gallon per square yard. 
After completing the treatment with this amount of 
oil evidence of insufficiency developed. The treated 
material was again scarified and an additional one- 
half gallon of oil per square yard was applied, the mix- 
ing process resumed, and finally the mixed material 
was distributed with a blade grader and compacted 
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Fig. 28.—MeEtHop or ApplyING O1L TREATMENT 

A.—Disk and spring-tooth harrows following oil distributor 
B.—Oil applied to one side of road at a rate of 1.5 gallons per square yard and harrowing completed 
C.—One side of road stripped of oiled material, which is piled in a windrow just beyond the center 
D.—Grader mixing material by taking it from windrow and casting into another on far side of road 
EK.—Condition of road surface on the day following final spreading with a 12-foot blade grader 
¥'.—Traffic compacted surface about one month after final spreading 
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FIG. 29.—Mop!IFicaTION oF THE Mixina Process ON THE Mariposa-BrichBuRG Roan, 

D 

TREATING HaLF THE ROADWAY 
AT A TIME 

A.—Third oil application followed by disking. 

C.—Final distribution of mixed material 
D.—Half of roadway completed and ready for traffic 

a 

as in San Bernardino County. According to measure- 
ments made in February, 1927, the average thickness 
is about 2% inches. 

The cost of the work in Imperial County was approxi- 
mately $1,400 per mile for 20 feet of width. The 
details are shown in Table 11. 

The Imperial Valley sections, when measured for 
roughness in February, 1927, were found to be even 
smoother than the Victorville-Barstow Road in San 
‘Bernardino County. 

The loss of metal on these Imperial Valley sections 
prior to oiling was very high. (Table 1.) On the 
Sand Hills-Yuma section, the loss amounted to $1,010 
per mile per year. On the others it ranged from $1,726 
to $3,097 per mile per year. Consequently the mate- 
rial remaining was inadequate for oiling. In many 
places there was no metal between the oiled wearing 
surface and the clay and silt subgrade. Fortunately, 
however, the subgrade did not become saturated during 
the winter, and the road was in remarkably good con- 
dition in the spring. 

On the section between Brawley and Imperial there 
are a number of places where the clay subgrade has 
become saturated and the surface rutted. A sample 
of clay from the subgrade beneath a rut had a lineal 
shrinkage of 7.7 per cent and a field moisture equivalent 
of 28.4 per cent, showing it to be unstable and unsuit- 
able for subgrade purposes. The sections showing dis- 
tress probably represent less than 1144 miles out of the 

The material is somewhat coarser than on other projects 
B.— Manipulating material with tractor-drawn grader 

total 9-mile length, and the defects do not interfere 
with the confortable use of the road. If this section of 
highway had not been oiled, it could not have carried 
traffic through the winter of 1926-27. As a result of 
the expenditure of approximately $1,400 per mile for 
oil treatment, 80 to 90 per cent of the surface has been 
saved from destruction, and after five months’ use is, 
from the motorists’ standpoint, equal to the highest 
type of pavement. The cost of oiling was less than the 
combined cost of maintenance and loss of metal would 
have been during the same five months under normal 
conditions. In view of the inadequacy of the metal on 
the road at time of treatment, it is not to be expected 
that this section can meet the heavy traflic require- 
ments for an indefinite period without some reconstruc- 
tion, but from the appearance at the present time it is 
believed that reconditioning of one-quarter of the 
mileage will care for the weak places and the remainder 
will give service for a considerable period. 

The series of photographs in Figure 28 illustrate the 
various steps in the surface-mixing process as usually 
practiced; those in Figure 29 illustrate a modification 
of the process employed on the Mariposa-Briceburg 
Road, where half of the roadway was treated separately. 

TESTS OF SURFACE MIXTURES 

Analyses of samples taken from surface-mixed road- 
ways show that apparently the amount of ‘fuel oil” 
required in a surface mixture is about three-fourths 
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the quantity of asphalt that would be used for the same 
grading. So long as the correct amount of oil is used, 
it appears that wide variations in grading may be toler- 
ated. Samples were taken from successful bituminous 
surfaces produced by the mixing method where the 
material varied from silt to crushed gravel. 

An empirical formula has been developed which is 
tentatively submitted with the thought that it may be 
of value in estimating the amount of oil required. 
lt is not applicable to porous or absorbent materials 
such as cinders or lava but otherwise it appears to give 
results which are consistent with service obtamed 
from various mixes. The formula is: 

P=.015a+ .036+ .17c¢ 

in which P is the percentage of oil required, @ is the 
percentage of metal retained on a 10-mesh sieve, 0 is 
the percentage of metal passing the 10-mesh and 
retained on the 200-mesh sieve, and ¢ is the percentage 
passing the 200-mesh sieve. 

The stain test hereafter described, apparently fur- 
nishes the only reliable means for determining the 
amount of oil required for absorbent materials. 

Used with nonabsorbent materials, the proportion of 
oil calculated from the formula has furnished satisfac- 
tory stains from many mixtures prepared in the 
laboratory; but even with such materials the indica- 
tions of the stain test seem to be a more reliable guide 
than the formula in case of conflict between the two 
methods. 

Stain test—Inasmuch as the success of the surface- 
mixing method depends upon correct gauging of oil 
requirements and upon uniform mixing, an attempt 
was made to find a field test which would be of value to 
those carrying. on such work. Resort was had to a 
modified form of the pat stain test used for many years 
in the control of sheet asphalt mixtures. This stain 
test can not be made on samples containing coarse 
sand or gravel. It is, therefore, necessary to prepare 
samples for test by removing coarse particles, and it is 
also necessary that the samples be heated. The stain 
test as finally developed is described as follows: 

The sample from the roadway is first warmed. The 
fine material is then separated from the coarse by 
passing through a 10-mesh sieve. This can be readily 
accomplished by rubbing gently with the fingers and 
by loosening the fine particles that adhere to the coarse. 
The particles which do not pass the 10-mesh sieve may 
be discarded. The original sample should be of 
sufficient size to provide about 1 pound of material 
passing the 10-mesh sieve. This 10-mesh material is 
heated to approximately the boiling point of water, 
which may be conveniently accomplished by placing 
the sample in a fruit jar or can and allowing it to remain 
partially submerged in the boiling water for a period 
of about one hour. The heated mixture is then 
dumped in a pile on the center of a sheet of white type- 
writer paper and leveled to a thickness of about 1 
inch, when another sheet of paper is placed on top. A 
wooden block 2 inches thick is placed on top of the 
paper and to this are delivered five blows from a 2- 
pound hammer, falling freely for a distance of about 
1 foot. The two papers are then removed from the 
asphaltic mixtures and the stain produced indicates 
the relative amount of oil in the sample. 

Satisfactory surface mixtures will produce a light 
yellowish brown stain, in which the impression of the 
individual sand particles may be distinguished and 

which is not blurred or blotched. A heavy stain indi- 
cates the presence of excess oil, which is not only uneco- 
nomical but also causes displacement under traffic. 

Samples of the completed surface mixture were taken 
from the sections of treated crushed gravel roads in 
San Bernardino and Imperial Counties, and also for 
comparative purposes from oiled earth and sand roads 
and shoulders in Imperial and Riverside Counties. 
These samples were subjected to mechanical analysis 
and to the above-described stain test with interesting 
and illuminating results. The results of typical tests 
are shown in Figures 30, 31, and 32. 

The asphalt content of the samples taken from the 
crushed gravel roads in Imperial and San Bernardino 
Counties ranged from 4.3 to 5 per cent of the total 
mixture, or from 7.8 to 10 per cent of the sand present 
(material passing the 10-mesh sieve). The proportion 
of asphalt to fines in the treated earth and sand roads 
is also very similar. Examined in the light of the stain 
tests and the observed behavior, it is apparent that the 
amount of bitumen required in both the crushed gravel 
and earth mixtures varies with the grading of the 
material. 

Tests 106, 110, 111, and 113, the results of which are 
shown in Figure 31, are particularly illuminating. 
Sample 106 was taken from an oiled earth road in 
Riverside County. The natural road material in this 
case was a fine silty soil and the treatment consisted of 

Test No. 107-VIII-Imp.-26-A. Reoiled surface 2 inches thick 

Grading of total sample | Grading of material finer than 10-mesh 

P t | P t : er cen 1 | Per cen 
Size passing Size | passing 

C00uicsh se eee eat ye 17, 9)||;200-mnesh. = 4-5 sce ae 25.0 
LOSS hs eee ee ee 47.5 100-mesh 2 eee ee ae 63.3 
S-IMOS hig Jat eee BT Se 62.,84|} \60=mpsh_c <2 2 2 ee ps ee 69. 9 
Ap ATT Clipe yee ee eee ee Be (627 -s\) 40-meshi oo ase eS ee 74.7 
S70 Chase te eee en 8850:|| 80-meshs- s ee es es eee 78.6 
ie Ket eV RO atone eke Se eS ok O04); Ghul’ 202MBShee aaa ee. eee 89.0 
pi itaicl eye eat!) hoes eee 100. 0 }| l0-meshli2s2 22-2 Sac ee 100.0 

| 

Bitumen: 7.8 per cent of total sample; 3.5 per cent theoretical requirement. 

Fig. 30.—Typican O1n Srarn 
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Test No. 110-VIII—Imp
.-26-C. 

Crushed gravel treated by mixing method; bitu- Test No. 111-VII—Imp
.-27-B. 

Oiled blow sand; shoulders adjacent to pavement 
minous surface, 214 inches thick soft and loose 

ieee > 7 EL hah pa a a LOTS, ae RTs Ree, ; ay 5 Es 
iS] Grading of total sample || Grading of material finer than 10-mesh Grading of total sample | Grading of material finer than 10-mesh 

—— = = = = — | — 1 - i a —_ = =~-+ - = _ —e 

F Per cent |) i \iPer cent ' | Per cent || £6 Perfcent 
Size passing || Bize # passing Size . | passing | Blze passing *i || Ps ae Sete eS 6 a ee re Fe £ ria ties 

PANPTIGS eer. eee 11.0 || 200-mesh Pa Ni OWNS cna s = S29 oe A a 4.6 || 4.6 Memos tisha a wreé sy. 8 SP 45.8 || 100-mesh SSp 2am] Oats wee ened eee Sen 97.1 24.0 perees emer en oe bd £2 ae 82.4 || 50-mesh-____-- OOF mm Srmicsli ste ee eee toe ee oY 98.0 | 50. 2 
“Eidhh, (5 a ae 95.8 || 40-mesh ______- 50,60 Brin chee teee ae ans” Setee aes | 100.0 |] 73.3 O00. 2 a ae O72; ||) 30-mes aaemee eres eee 62.9 | 88, 
Bringer er tac 0 8 oT TUONO} 20-Testiaee eee ee 74.5 | 97.1 

|| 1O-mesheseea ranma ses See 100. 0 | 100. 0 }] H | | 

Bitumen: 4.6 per cent of total sample; 3.7 per cent theoretical requirement. Bitumen: 12.4 per cent of total sample; 4.1 per cent theoretical requirement. 

8 

Test No. 113-VIII—Imp.-12-A. Sand-oil detour road; bituminous treatment, Test No. 106, Coachella Valley-Riverside County. Oiled dirt road (mixing method) 
71 inches thick treatment about 5 inches thick 

Grading of total sample | Grading of material finer than 10-mesh Grading of total sample | Grading of material finer than 10-mesh 
-.* Nears ———— _— — — —_—— —— 5 — — | — 

\. F Per cent || 1+ Per cent : Per cent || ‘ | Per cent 
34 ee passing |) Bue passing Size passing | Size | passing 
* ee * ne a, \| | = 

. 4.1 A Olah O00-wiealae le coos 4! 43.8 | | 43.8 
79.7 3) Oe Osinesh oo oeseer tae oo Se 99.8 | | 55.6 

. 97.9 LSPS Ovo Hee cee Melo ee OMe Oe | 100.0 | 82.2 
. 99. 4 26.6 | 89. 2 

be 100. 0 36.5 93.3 
61.0 98.1 

100.0 100. 0 

Bitumen: 3.4 per cent of total sample; 3.3 per cent theoretical requirement. Bitumen: 9.4 per cent of total sample; 9.2 per cent theoretical requirement. 

Fig. 31.—Typicat Orn Srarns 
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Test No. 112-VIII-Imp.-27-B2. Crushed gravel treated by mixing method; bitu- Test No. 108-VII-Imp.-26-A. Crushed gravel treated by mixing method; bitu- 
minous surface, 3-inch thick, is very hard and smooth minous surface, 244 inches thick 

Grading of total sample | Grading of material finer than 10-mesh Grading of total sample | Grading of material finer than 10-mesh 
\| = 

| TRIER: 
. | Per cent . Per cent Per cent er cen 

ame | passing || Shag passing cue passing | Size passing 

11:0 | o0eiekhe ee eee) 12.9 | 22.6 
56.3) || J00-meshireme sashes’ 58.5 41.4 
79.5 | 50-mesh__ 75.9 yeti | 
89.9 | 40-mesh 85.5 | 64.0 

| 97.9 | 30-mesh 96. 5 70.0 
dL -in@lac= 2522s ee S = eeeeen es | 100.0 |, 20-mesh__ 100. 0 81.9 

| 10-mesh | 100.0 

Bitumen: 4.3 per cent of total sample; 3.9 per cent theoretical requirement. 

> 

se 

i : Soe a SE 

Test No, 101-VIII-S. Bd,-31-D. Crushed gravel treated by mixing method; bitu- Test No, 105-VIII-S. Bd.-31-E. Crushed gravel treated by mixing method; bitu- — 
minous surface, 134 inches thick minous surface, 234 inches thick, is hard, tight, and smooth 

Grading of total sample Grading of material finer than 10-mesh Grading of total sample | Grading of material finer than 10-mesh 

. Per cent : Per cent ; Per cent | a Per cent 
Size passing Size passing Size passing |) eikge passing 

13. 5 || 200nicdhieds. ee Se | 28: 6 en00anest oe Leen oe 9.1 20.5 
56.04), LOOmeshe ae eee es | 40.1 49.5 37.5 
7325: || 50-mesh Pe ee Se eee 57.1 66.0 55.9 
83.4 1 40-res h See ee ee eae 64.5 76.7 63.8 
06.4 1):30-mes ieee ee 70.6 93. 4 70.0 

100.0 |; 20-mesh -__ S250 Iineh aoe aes 100. 0 82.4 
LO=mesh et te eee See aed 100. 0 100.0 

Bitumen: 4 per cent of total sample; 4,3 per cent of theoretical requirement. Bitumen: 3.5 per cent of total sample; 3.5 per cent theoretical requirement, 

Fig. 32.—Typicau Ort Strains 
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mixing 4 gallons of oil per square yard with the earth. 
The analysis shows a very high percentage of fines and 
the proportion of oil to sand is 9.4 per cent, which 
agrees very closely with the 9.2 per cent determined as 
the theoretical requirement by means of the formula 
mentioned above. The stain is typical of that produced 
where the amount of bitumen is just sufficient to coat 
the particles and to secure the necessary binding. 

Test 110 represents material from the oil-treated 
crushed gravel surface between Brawley and Imperial. 
The sand in this sample is somewhat coarser than in 
test 106 and the amount of bitumen required is, there- 
fore, less. A satisfactory stain produced in this case, 
by oil in the amount of 8.4 per cent of the material 
passing the 10-mesh sieve, indicates that percentage to 
be the correct amount of oil. 

Test 111 was taken from the oiled sand shoulders 
adjacent to the pavement on the Sand Hills section 
between Holtville and Yuma. The analysis shows a 
very small percentage of dust passing the 200-mesh 
sieve and a moderate percentage passing the 100-mesh. 
The amount of oil is about 3 per cent higher than in 
test 106 and the very heavy stain clearly shows an 
excess. The suggested remedy would be to add fine 

material, either dust or sand, in sufficient amount to 
dry the mix until a normal stain is produced. 

Test 113 is from a sample of the oiled sand roadway 
constructed east of Meyers Creek Bridge in Imperial 
County. The analysis shows the sand to be much 
coarser than the other samples; in fact, closely ap- 
proaching a concrete sand. Fines are almost entirely 
lacking. A normal stain in this case was produced by 
414 per cent of oil. The road constructed with this 
material is satisfactory, and an inspection of the road 
shows that the amount of oil used was entirely sufficient. 

In these samples three normal stains were produced 
with varying amounts of oil and the one extremely 
heavy stain was due to excess of oil and lack of dust in 
sand. 

Figures 30 and 32 show other typical stains and 
analyses of samples. All of these samples with the 
exception of 107 are from surfacing which is giving 
satisfactory service and which apparently contains 
about the correct amount of oil. Test 107 was made 
on a sample of crushed gravel surface which had been 
reoiled and which appeared to contain more oil than 
is desirable. The stain corroborates the observations 
made at the time of the inspection. 

SELECTION OF THE METHOD AND OIL FOR TREATMENT 

From the foregoing description and analysis of the 
methods of surface treatment and surface mixing— 
the two methods of treating crushed rock and gravel 
roads thus far developed—it is apparent that the selec- 
tion of one or the other for the treatment of a particular 
road is a matter requiring the exercise of seasoned 
judgment. 

Method of surface treatment —The method of surface 
treatment is adapted to compacted material only. 
Usually a road is in best condition for treatment after 
being subjected to traffic for a time. However, new 
surfacing material, if thoroughly compacted with water 
and traffic during construction, is very satisfactory. 
Being somewhat porous, such new material absorbs oil 
readily. 

An old road containing considerable coarse material, 
if it can be repaired well in advance, is well adapted to 
surface treatment because the large stones are well 
anchored. 

Method of surface mixing—This treatment is 
adapted to any crushed rock or gravel road which is in 
need of the addition of considerable new material to 
restore its thickness, or which, because of lack of binder 
or climatic condition, is not tightly bound. 

The surface-mixing method is the only one that is 
adapted to the treatment of a loose surface; but in the 
use of this method, as in surface treatment, the base 
course should be thoroughly compacted. The presence 
of material larger than 1 inch presents mechanical 
difficulties. 
Where traffic can not be kept off the road during the 

time required for absorption of oil applied by the sur- 
face treatment method, the surface-mixing method is 
especially attractive. If the oil be partially mixed with 
the metal immediately after application, traffic can 
pass through without difficulty. The loose surface 
encourages slow driving, whereas the firm surface 
always present in the other type of treatment tempts 
rapid driving and the consequent spattering of oil on 

' vehicles. 

Many existing projects have lost so much material 
that renewal is required before treatment. If enough 
remains for a base, it may be repaired and shaped, 
covered with approximately 2 inches of material pass- 
ing a three-fourths or 1-inch circular opening, and 
treated by the mixing process immediately. 

inther type —A well compacted, fine crushed rock or 
gravel surface of adequate thickness may be treated 
successfully by either method. Choice depends upon 
relative service and life, about which there is no defi- 
nite information. The mixing treatment will cost more 
than the surface treatment, and, therefore, must show 
a correspondingly longer life or lower maintenance to 
justify its use. The surface treatment, if not thor- 
oughly suecessful, can later be converted into a mixed 
treatment, with a final cost not greatly exceeding that 
of an original mixed treatment. 

Emergency treatment.—A problem frequently arises 
with the discovery that untreated material is being 
dissipated so rapidly that a few months’ delay will 
bring complete failure. Usually a large proportion of 
the original material has already heen lost. If restora- 
tion to full original thickness or substitution of a heavier 
type of surfacing can not be done immediately, it may 
be expedient to oil the metal remaining to prevent its 
complete destruction. Some failures may be expected 
but can not reasonably be charged to the treatment. 

OIL FOR SURFACE TREATMENTS AND SURFACE MIXING 

In the treatments of crushed rock and gravel roads 
described in this report the bituminous binder has 
usually consisted of the material known localiy on the 
Pacific coast as ‘“‘fuel oil,’ or the lhghtest grades of 
“road oil.’”’ Both are asphaltic base products. 

The material sold as ‘‘fuel oil” has an asphaltic con- 
tent up to about 70 per cent and a viscosity, Saybolt- 
Furol, up to 300 at 122° F. The term ‘‘road oil”’ has 
been applied to oil residuum having an asphaltic content 
of 70 to 98 per cent, being thus distinguished from the 
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heavier residuums which are usually termed ‘‘asphalts”’ 
of E or D grade. 

Asphalt content in this connection and as used in 
this report is the percentage of residue having a pene- 
tration of 80 at 77° F. as “fuel oils” have usually been 
specified by Meni gravity in degrees Baumé, or by 
viscosity rather than ‘by asphalt content. 

“Fuel oils’ are considerably cheaper than “road 
oils” or ‘“‘asphalt,’’? and they are especially appropriate 
for most of the work that has been described because 
they penetrate readily and have the advantage of being 
much more easily reworked than the heavier materials. 

“HY” grade asphalt and the 90 to 95 per cent road 
oils have been very extensively used in the Western 
States in bituminous macadam work and to a more 
limited extent in surface-treatment work. 
the cities and counties of California have secured very 
satisfactory results by building a well-bound coarse 
rock macadam the surface of which has been thoroughly 
broomed, then covered with road oil and screenings. 
Somewhat similar treatments have been widely used 
by various highway departments. Los Angeles, 
Orange, Monterey, San Joaquin, San Benito, Santa 
Cruz, San Bernardino, and other California counties 
have used large quantities of road oils in surface and 
penetration treatments with marked success. This 
report, however, is devoted to the use of ‘‘fuel oil’’ 
or the lightest grades of “road oil.” ‘‘Fuel oils” are 
considerably cheaper than the “road oils” or asphalt, 
penetrate readily, and are more easily reworked. 

Viscosity may vary widely independently of asphaltic 
content, which permits selection of various grades for 
special uses while specifying a single range of asphalt 
content, as 60 to 70 per cent. Maximum penetration 
can be secured by using oil of low viscosity. For 
mixed treatments medium viscosity appears desirable, 
because the oils with high viscosity are harder to handle 
and more difficult to mix with road metal. In surface- 
treatment work where chips are to be used in quantity 
high viscosity is desirable. 

Probable rainfall is another consideration affecting 
the selection of oil. The lightest oil shows a tendency 
to wash out of the road during long-continued wet 
weather. In many instances good results have been 
secured by applying light oil as a first treatment, 
followed, after this treatment has penetrated, by an 
application of heavy oil and screenings. In all of these 
matters viscosity is an important characteristic. 

All of the grades of ‘fuel oil’? used in bituminous 
treatment are more uniformly distributed if heated to 
150° F. or 200° F. The oil is usually heated with steam 
at the time it is unloaded from the car. 

Following is a suggested specification which has been 
used by the California Highway Commission for the 
purchase of oil for 1927 operations. It provides ‘‘fuel 
oil” of three grades adaptable for use as outlined above. 
These specifications have been discussed with repre- 

Some of. 

sentatives of the large producers of California oil and 
are believed to exclude any unnecessary requirements 
which would be reflected in higher costs. 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR FUEL OIL FOR USE IN BITUMINOUS 
TREATMENTS 

Oil furnished under these specifications shall be made 
from an asphaltic-base oil. It shall be either a naturally 
homogenous oil or a homogenous residue from oil. It 
shall not have been distilled at a temperature high 
enough to injure by burning or to produce flecks of 
carbonaceous matter. It shall meet the following 
requirements: 

Flash point —The flash point by the Pensky-Martens 
closed-tester method shall not be lower than 175° F. 

Viscosity —Oil shall be classified as to viscosity in 
three grades as follows: 

Light fuel oil shall have specific viscosity (Engler) 
at 122° F. of not less than 10 nor more than 25. 
Medium fuel oil shall have a specific viscosity 

(Engler) at 122° F. of not less than 25 nor more than 45. 
Heavy fuel oil shall have a specific viscosity (Engler) 

at 122° F. of not less than 45 nor more than 80. 
Water and sediment.—Water and sediment combined 

shall not exceed 2 per cent. 
Asphalt content —Fuel oil shall contain not less than 

60 per cent not more than 70 per cent of asphaltic 
residue having a penetration of 80 at 77° F. 

Test methods —Except as hereinafter specified, all 
tests of fuel oils shall be made in accordance with 
standards of the American Society for Testing Mate- 
rials applicable thereto, with amendments and revisions 
thereof adopted by said society. The following special 
test requirements are noted for viscosity and asphalt 
determinations: 

VISCOSITY 

Specific viscosity (Engler) shall be determined on a 
50-cubic centimeter sample in the manner described in 
United States Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 
1216, page 59. The determination of viscosity may 
also be made, at the option of the producer, in accord- 
ance with the A. 8S. T. M. viscosity test D 88-26, using 
the Saybolt-Furol viscosimeter at a temperature of 
122° F., in which case the Saybolt-Furol time shall be 
not less than 35 nor more than 90 seconds for the hght 
fuel oil; not less than 90 nor more than 160 seconds for 
medium fuel oil; and not less than 160 nor more than 
280 seconds for heavy fuel oil. 

ASPHALT CONTENT 

Asphalt content shall be determined by open-evapo- 
ration using the A.S.'T. M. tentative method D 243-26 
T, the open-cup vapor-bath method as used in the 
laboratory of the California Highway Commission, or 
the Brown evaporator. 
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TREATMENT OF EARTH ROADS WITH OIL 

The earliest oil treatment in California consisted of 
the application of crude asphaltic oil, approximately a 
gallon per square yard, to the surface of a dirt road. 
The oil was allowed to penetrate at will or dirt was 
thrown on top. This was virtually a surface treat- 
ment and generally proved inadequate except for very 
light traffic or where the subgrade was unusually firm. 
The next development was the reworking of the thin 
mat, adding more oil and stirring to a greater depth. 
This was the crude beginning of the mixing treatment. 
The process was repeated in later years until some of 
the roads first treated had a surface 6 inches or more 
in thickness. 

Paralleling the stage development, some of the coun- 
ties have in the first operation deliberately built an 
oiled earth surface from 4 to 8 inches in thickness. 

The success or failure of these oiled earth roads 
depends largely upon the character of the material. 
Sandy, gravelly, or even silty soils have produced 
serviceable roads in most instances where properly 
treated and maintained. Heavy clays or alkali soils 
have been similarly treated but the results have been 
almost universally unsatisfactory. These clays are 
inherently unstable, have high moisture-carrying capac- 
ity, and are constantly changing in volume. Uni- 
formity of soil from point to point on the project is 
highly desirable, but experienced workmen will over- 
come considerable irregularity of soil by varying the 
quantity of oil and the details of treatment. 

Under California conditions the cost of treating an 
earth road 18 feet wide to a depth of 6 inches will 
approximate $3,000 or $3,500 per mile. The cost of a 
treatment 1 to 2 inches in depth, where conditions 
make such a light treatment -satisfatory, is $200 to 
$500 per mile. Where the full depth of 6 inches or 
more is attained by progressive steps, the $3,000 cost 
will perhaps be reached in 8 or 10 years or more, this 
including the cost of maintenance during that period. 

Heretofore the amount of oil for a given depth of 
treatment has been judged by the appearance of the 
product. The amount required depends, of course, 
upon the grading of material and probably follows the 
rules applicable to satisfactory sheet asphalt or 
asphaltic concrete, excepting that the lighter oil used 
in soil treatment covers the particles with a thinner 
film than the ordinary paving grades of asphalt. The 
amount of oil required is about one-fourth less than 
the amount of asphalt needed for the same grading. 
Samples show an oil content ranging from 4.5 to 10 
per cent based upon the material passing a 10-mesh 
sieve. Reference is made to the discussion of the 
tests of surface-mixed material for more detailed 
information and suggestion as to the proportion of oil, 
and particularly to Figure 31. 

This type of treatment is adapted to roads carrying 
Jess than 500 vehicles per day where soil conditions 
are suitable and particularly in arid or semiarid 
climates. The economy of omitting expensive road 
metal is obvious, and that possibility should always be 
considered. The oiled sand road in the Amargosa 
Desert in Nevada is typical. Here graveling was 
attempted and abandoned because of construction 
difficulties. The natural sand road was then oil 
treated and the surface obtained is as satisfactory as 
if the road had first been metaled. 

Maintenance is a simple operation with biade and 
drag. Riding qualities are unexcelled and there is, of 
course, no dust. When reworking is required, a 
tractor, scarifier, and heavy blade grader must be 
available. 

The examples and methods described hereafter are 
regarded as typical of oiled earth construction under 
somewhat varving conditions. 

OILED SAND ROADS IN STANISLAUS COUNTY 

Oiled earth roads have been successfully constructed 
in Stanislaus County, Calif., for about 18 years. The 
soil in this area is fine sand and sandy silt. Without 
treatment the roads are extremely dusty and loose 
during the summer season. 

The Turlock-Snelling road, extending east from 
Turlock for a distance of about 3 miles, is a typical 
example of this construction. The surfacing has a 
width of about 20 feet and a depth of 6 to 7 inches. 
The material is plastic under a hammer and more or 
less rubbery. The contour is smooth, and some gravel 
is visible which has probably been placed during 
maintenance. In a number of places fine surface 
cracks were noted during an inspection in July, 1926, 
but examination showed these to be only one-eighth to 
one-quarter inch in depth through a thin hard crust 
which covered the softer plastic material beneath. 
The asphaltic oil in a sample cut from the road was 
alive and tacky. An analysis of this sample gave the 
following results: 

Per cent 

Rassings!5-inchkcCrec nessa semester te oe 98. 7 
Passing, 10-mesh sieve 2a a. somes ee 98. 5 

The material passing the 10-mesh sieve was con- 
siderably finer than an ordinary sheet asphaltic mix~ 
ture and the amount of silt slightly more than the dust 
filler in such a sheet asphaltic mix. It had the follow- 
ing grading: 

Per cent 

Rassing sg. O-mesh sie y Cus eee oe oe ee 100. 0 
inassings2 0=mesh' sicv.ee = meee ses ee 99. 9 
Bassine 3 0-nieshisicy Ca semen eee ee ee 97. 4 
Passino:4 O-mesh"siey cece eee a See 9351 
Passing. 50-meshi sieve eae meee fre ee 84. 1 
Passing) 00-mesh sieves 26 eee ae ke 47,1 
Passing 200-mesh sieven s-see seo 2-2-5 = — 23. 8 
lsyqrivianvvaKeyalsl nenkenrovs eke! ih. ee 7.9 

The following statement regarding the construction 
of this highway is abstracted from a report by A. J. 
Leedom, county superintendent, who has been in 
charge of construction. The natural soil was graded 
to a flat section about 26 feet in width with very little 
crown, was loosened on top, and from 5 to 6 gallons 
of oil per square yard were spread in two equal applica- 
tions. The first application covered a width of about 
20 feet, and immediately the entire surface was plowed, 
starting at the edges and throwing furrows out, finally 
leaving a dead furrow in the center. This gave a 
roadway width of about 22 feet. The plowing was 
generally to a depth of about 6 inches. The road was 
then harrowed, winding back and forth in order to 
break up the furrows and thoroughly mix the oil and 
earth. The second application of oil was spread, 
with more at the edges than in the center to prevent 
excessive concentration of oil at the center after the 
next operation. The entire surface was then replowed, 
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throwing furrows to the center and bringing the road 
to a uniform section, harrowed as before, and finished 
with a steel drag, 7 or 8 fect long and weighing about 
600 pounds. 

The bituminous material was California asphaltic 
oil residuum containing about 65 per cent of 80-pene- 
tration asphalt, and was applied from a gravity spreader 
at a temperature somewhat less than 200° F. 

The Turlock-Snelling road is about 3 miles in length 
and has been in service for 17 years. The traffic was 
undoubtedly light during the early years, but has now 
erown to approximately | 500 vehicles per day, and the 
maintenance cost is reported to be less than $100 per 
mile per year. The original cost of the work by 
county labor was about $3,500 per mile. 

SECTION OF THE ‘TURLOCK-SNELLING 
THE SANDY Soin Is PROBABLY RESPONSIBLE FOR 

THE SUCCESS OF THE ROAD IN SPITE OF LACK OF DRAINAGE 

Fic. 33.—Typicau 
ROAD. 

Roughometer readings on the surface thus produced 
show a smoothness about equal to average asphaltic 
macadam. It is entirely dustless and to the casual 
observer might easily pass for a higher type of bitumi- 
nous construction. The low construction cost and 
extremely low maintenance combine to give an annual 
service charge among the lowest for improved road- 
way investigated in this study. Several other sec- 
tions of roadway in this locality constructed by the 
same methods and varying in age from 1 to 12 years, 
where sufficiently wide to keep traffic from breaking 
the edges, were found to be uniformly satisfactory. 
Some of the older roads, oiled to a width of 12 feet, 
had ragged edges and somewhat irregular surfaces. A 
photograph of such a road is shown in Figure 33. 

OILED EARTH ROADS IN RIVERSIDE COUNTY 

Riverside County, Calif., constructed several experi- 
mental sections of oiled earth roads during the years 
1924, 1925, and 1926, similar to the earlier work in 
Stanislaus County. Twelve and one-half miles was 
in the irrigated section of the Coachella Valley, where 
the soil is fine sandy silt, the climate extremely dry, 
and the roads almost impassable during the crop- 
hauling season. 

The earlier projects were treated with 4 gallons of oil 
having a 60 per cent asphaltic content (80 penetration). 
The viscosity is not known, but the oil was fluid at tem- 
peratures of 100° to 150° F. The oil was spread in 
applications of 1 gallon per square yard, in widths of 6 
and 8 feet, the finished width of roadw ay being 14 feet. 
Distribution was accomplished by a truck equipped 
with pressure sprays, towed through the loose soil by a 

5-ton track-type tractor. Two sets of four-gang disks 
followed the spreader and mixed the oil with the earth. 
This operation was repeated through four applications 
of 1 gallon each and the oil was mixed with the earth to a 
depth of about 5 inches. In the later projects the oil 
was increased to 5 gallons and cultivated to a depth of 6 
inches. After cultivation, the surface was smoothed 
with a grader and rolled with a 10-ton power roller. In 
some instances the roads were opened to traffic before 
rolling. William 8S. Conner, the engineer in charge of 
this work, expresses the opinion that extensive rolling 
is unnecessary and that consolidation can best be 
obtained by permitting traffic to use the road, provided 
it is kept smooth by drags. 

The surface resulting from this treatment was prac- 
tically_identical with that in Stanislaus County where 
soil conditions were similar. On the Ripley-Blythe 
Road, where the soil contained a considerable percentage 
of clay, 4 gallons of oil did not produce uniformly satis- 
factory results, and the surface remained more or less 
unstable. 

The Riverside County work is too recent to be inter- 
esting from a service standpoint, but is valuable because 
of the excellent cost data furnished by Mr. Conner. 
Table 12 shows the average cost to be practically $3,000 
per mile exclusive of clear ing and grading. 

During an inspection in February, 1927, it was found 
that several sections had been resurfaced with about 1 
inch of crushed stone, treated with 90 to 95 per cent 
road oil, and covered with chips. Sections not metaled 
are carrying traffic satisfactorily although they do not 
have the appearance of being maintained. 

OILED SAND ROADS IN SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY 

J.S. Bright, construction engineer, Bureau of Public 
Roads, gives data regarding the oiling of desert roads 
under his direction as county highway engineer of San 
Bernardino County in 1916. The natural road mate- 
rial in this case was sand. Intermittent sections of the 
Barstow-Needles road, aggregating about 40 miles, 
were treated to a width of 8 feet with 2% gallons per 
square yard of oil having an asphalt content of 60 per 
cent. The road received very little attention until 
taken over by the State highway commission in 1924. 
Traffic, which at first amounted to 100 or more vehicles 
daily, has since increased to about 400 and the surface 
has been practically destroyed in many places. 

One section, extending from Amboy easterly for 
about 15 miles, received 4 to 41% gallons of oil per 
square yard on a width of 10 feet. The resulting sur- 
face was 5 to 6 inches in depth and is still in fair con- 
dition, although it received practically no maintenance 
for the first eight years. The natural material is a 
eravelly sand considerably coarser than that treated in 
Riverside and Stanislaus Counties. Samples were 
removed for test in February, 1927, and the oil was 
found to be alive and sticky. It was found that 30.9 
per cent of the total was retained on the 10-mesh sieve 
and consisted of coarse sand, mostly less than one- 
fourth inch in diameter. The portion passing the 10- 
mesh sieve was graded as follows: 

Per cent 

Passing l0=mesh slevees2=— eee 100. 0 
Passings? 0-mesh sievenesa us == =e eee 71.6 
Passing 3 0=mesh siey cme sa eeea ae eee 42.5 
Passing 40=mesh sieve see. tee 37. 0 
Passings 0=meshi sievicmm aes 5 te eee 31.6 
Passing 100-mesh sievema ees == see ee 22. 4 
Passinie 2 00-mesh’ si cy em =e eee DEO 
Bituminous aber oe eee ee ee 8.1 
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TABLE 12.—Costs Ll ee of dt -foot oiled ee road in Lena County, has 

1924-1925 treatments 1925-1926 treatments 

7 | : i 1 y dic : 
Item Ripley- | Morgan- | Avenue 58 | Avenue 57 Jack 

Blythe Avenue 62| Average Ickes and Monroe} and Pierce Street, | Avenue 66 | Average 
Road | Road | Street Street Sees | 

eden oe ee ee a ee miles__ 8.13 200 MSs eee e 1.51 2. 00 | 1.00 2. 00 A) (ee eee he 
oo RIES OES EE gallons per square yard-_- 3. 83 3. 95 | 3. 85 5.19 4, 92 4.92 4, 92 | 4. 92 4.96 

ees EEDA EWC) 1 0) PARR See, Oe Soe, 9 eA miles__ 2.4 7.0 3.3 8.0 7.0 | 2525 4.5 10.0 7.36 

Labor: ; | ti 7 
Clearing and) grading 20-94. ~- 2.222 =-.-2e> ase ee $234. 10 $285. 05 $244.16 | $671. 44 $351. 85 $415. 59 $353. 53 | $421. 43 $430. 64 
MV EOLIN GS DOLA GOs eoee st een asthe oe Se Boe ae 141. 88 | 226. 08 158. 51 72. 85 | 1ST 12) (Coco ease 100. 27 100. 22 | 92. 64 
Piailing and: spreading Olle. sae. 4) 2" Ss ee 359. 17 501. 30 387. 22 602. 81 573. 38 | 368. 60 434, 55 421. 50 | 473. 85 
LEE Vel ee ee eee oe a tt ee ee 122. 69 | 132. 06 124. 54 | 82.99 82.13 | 92. 50 142. 41 73.15 91. 29 
VOLUN Pens Sees Sue eee ae aoa a. = 1c oe 47. 00 | 64. 25 | 50. 41 88. 49 | 61. 65 80. 88 43. 40 25. 46 50. 89 
IDagitealalal dg (Se Sees see Seeasendaneeeossi sees 2538 Sli Riep at ee eae 29. 55 | 2. 65 | 44.15 | 7. 86 2. 58 14. 28 25. 35 
Maintaining detour and miscellaneous___.-__.._-.----- 21.05 | 32. 29 23. 27 244. 51 | 56.11 | 35. 47 19. 38 72. 02 70. 38 
PUCR VISION sce se ten wots Sa aoe ee 55. 72 | 94. 45 63. 31 | 242. 82 79. 86 ! 69. 55 48.19 45. 50 83.19 

Total (excluding grading and clearing) _________----- 784.33 | 1,050.43 | 836. 87 1,337.12 | 1,028.40 | 654. 76 790. 78 752. 03 886. 80 

Materials: | | | | 3 
ee ee ee he Se | 1,190.18 | 1,255.31 1,203.04 | 1,526.99 | 1,443.93 | 1,443.93 1, 443. 93 1, 443. 95 | 1, 455. 87 
Glyn pee ae te a ee ee So ee = eee | 996. 24 523. 48 902. 89 | 714. 02 | 675.18 | 675. 18 675.18 | 706. 44 | 692. 66 
NTISCOMANCOUSH as a tee ene ee ho Se oo Sees | 15.78 | 13.44 | 15. 32 49. 67 | 27. 23 | 65. 00 QPS c cna vee ee 23. 74 

| | 
FOU al Sane eters ear re es se IS oe 2,202.20} 1,792.18 2,121.25 | 2,290.68 | 2,146.34 | 2,184.11 2,146.61 | 2,150.39 | 2, 172. 26 

CrranditouslscOStas—esca so eeta oe... eee 3, 220. 63 | 3, 127.66 | 3,202.28 | 4,299. 24 | 3, 526. 59 | 3, 254. 46 F 3, 290. 92 | 3, 323. 85 3, 489. 70 
| | | 

The condition of the Amboy section after 11 years 
of rather heavy service almost without attention indi- 
cates that similar construction of adequate width, 
properly maintained, would carry traffic very satisfac- 
torily over the desert sections. The cost of such treat- 
ment would probably be about the same as reported 
in Riverside County. 

OILED-SAND SURFACE ON NEVADA STATE HIGHWAY 

A 10-mile section of the Las Vegas-Beatty road in 
the Amargosa Desert in Nevada is a recent example of 
oiled-sand construction. This section of highway, 
designated as Nevada Federal Aid Project 46, belongs 
to the same general type as the Amboy section in San 
Bernardino County, Calif. The difficulties encoun- 
tered were extreme and unusual. The shifting sand 
was almost impassable for motor traffic prior ‘to the 
improvement, and during construction the trucks could 
not travel through the sand without the assistance of 
tractors. 

Late in 1922 bids were requested for the construction 
of gravel surfacing. Only one was received and that, 
being 84 per cent higher than the engineers’ estimate, 
was rejected. In January, 1923, the State highway 
department undertook the work by day labor and 
opened a gravel pit near the middle of the 10-mile proj- 
ect. Because of the isolation of the job, the extremely 
hot weather, and transportation difficulties the work 
was discontinued after five months with but 2 miles 
partially constructed. The cost of gravel being pro- 
hibitive, early in 1924 the department undertook to 
mix asphaltic oil with the natural soil to a depth of 
approximately 6 inches. The oil used for mixing pur- 
poses had an asphalt content of 61 to 64.5 per cent of 
80-penetration. The roadway was to be trenched to a 
depth of approximately 6 inches, and the material 
removed from the trench was piled along the shoulders 
to be used for covering the oil. Shortly after beginning 
work the depth of trenching was modified to approxi- 
mately 3 inches, as the casting of sand upon the oil 
was found unnecessary and uneconomical except in 
small quantities. 

After the first application of oil upon the prepared 
subgrade the roadway was cultivated with a double- 
action disk harrow. <A second application of oil fol- 
lowed and was partially covered with sand from the 

shoulders to prevent the oil from collecting in large 
pools. Disking was resumed, followed by a large road 
erader which moved the oiled material into a windrow 
first on one side of the road and then on the other, and 
finally leveled it for the third application. The grader 
was the most effective implement used for mixing. 
This procedure was repeated until the required amount 
of oil had been applied and mixed. On most of the 
project four applications were spread. Table 13 shows 
data regarding amounts of oi! used and number of 
treatments. 
When the surface became uniform in appearance, it 

was shaped with the grader to a crown approximating 
2 inches and compacted with a sheeps-foot roller. 
For the final smoothing, a drag 10 feet wide by 20 
pert long was used in ‘conjunction with an ordinary 
oller 3 feet in diameter having a weight of approxi- 
mately 175 pounds per inch of width. 

After the mixing was completed and the surface 
compacted, part of “the project was covered with road 
oil containing 85 per cent of asphalt (SO penetration). 
This treatment, as shown in Table 13, was varied 
according to the condition of the surface, one section 
receiving the maximum of 1.30 gallons per square yard. 

The plans called for a roadway 10 feet in width with 
18 turnouts. Actually the width averages 12 feet 
because of a general squeezing outward during con- 
struction and under traffic before the mixture hardened. 

The cost, shown in Table 14, averaged practically 
$5,000 per mile, or $0.82 per square ‘yard. This is 
above normal because of the remoteness of the work. 
Oil was shipped from Los Angeles in tank cars, and 
was hauled an average of 19 miles from the railroad in 
distributor trucks having a capacity of 600 to 800 gal- 
lons. The work was carried on during extremely hot 
weather, so hot, in fact, that the light oil required no 
artificial heatine. 

The 2-mile section which had previously been graveled 
received the same treatment as the desert sand, except 
that the amount of oil was cut approximately in half and 
the thickness of the oil mixture proportionately reduced. 
Two years after completion the surface was examined 

for width and thickness, and six samples were analyzed. 
The results are shown in Table 15. The oil content 
ranged from 6.40 to 8.47 per cent, averaging 7.40 per 
cent. Thesand grading resembles that of sheet asphalt. 
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TaBLE 13.—Distribution of oil on Nevada Federal-aid project No. 
46—an oiled-sand road 

TaBLE 14.—Summary of cost of Nevada Federal-aid project No. 
46—an oiled sand road. 

Quantity {Number Total 
of oil ofappli-| quantity 

applied cations | applied a 

. ~_ ~ 
— _ Co 

S a 2 
[= eit ion ro] 

tion Site te) 2 Station to sta Y. ie Male ‘i ‘a a 

g Paes ene Ss 
Ss P Si 4 o 3 2 

5 pela Bi 8] 8 
a Ss a! 2 a o ae 

a | % eilele| 2 |e = 
to 3 a n be oO i ov Le! 

a = =) 5 Pe seh PS mi AS 
ra < a a |/Sle}] &s o he 

Gals. | Gals. 
Sq. per | per 

Feet | yds. | Gals. | Gals. sq. yd.\sq. yd. 
765+00- 794-++50__------ 2, 950) 3, 278} 15, 805) 4,82 4 1} 4.15) 0.67) Sand. 
794-+50- 812+00__------ 1, 750) 1, 944} 11, 098) 5. 71 4 2) 4.41) 1.30 Do. 

860-+00- 878+-00___.----| 1,800] 2,000} 9,603) 4.80) 4]! 1] 4.12} .68} Do. 
878-+-00-— 916++00_- 3, 800} 4, 222} 18, 291| 4.33 Alero ASO |e oe Do. 
916-++00-— 930-++00__ J, 400) 1,556) 7,223) 4.64 4 | eae 53 Do. 
930+-00- 935-+35__ 535 694} 3,411) 5.74 ee ctr el een Do. 
935+35- 941+45__ 4 610 678] 3,000! 4.42 CA oP ae] eee Do. 
941-+-45- 978-+00--..---- 8, 155! °8,,506| 11,800) "32387 SIL )) 48. 387| (sens. Do. 
973-+00-1022+-10__-_---- 4,910} 5, 455) 22,412) 4.11 3 1) 3.50 . 61 Do. 

1022+10-1040-++-00-______-- 1, 790) 1,989} 9,880, 4.94 4 1} 4,25 . 69 Do. 
1040-+-00-1050-++-00____-_-- 1,000} 1,111] 4,396) 3.96 3 Uierssee . 69 Do. 
1050-++-00-1081-+-90---_---- 3, 190] 3, 544; 15,540, 4.38 3 1) 3.65 . 73} Gravel 
1081-+-90-1085-++88-_ _____-- 398} 442) 1,536 3.47 2 1} 2.59 . 88 Do. 
1085-+88-1087-+-80__------ 192 213 479) 2,25 1 ode? . 78 Do. 
1087+-80-1122-+-00__-_---- | 3, 420} 3, 800 15, 589, 4.10 3 1) 3.31 79 Do. 
1122+-00-1128-++00--_-_---- 100} 111 SB) ee ir see ee] es Arid). BYES 
1123-+00-1127-++-00-____---- 400| 444] 1,741) 3.92 3 DL eaSenLO Ath? Do. 
1127+00-1210-++00-_------ 8, 300} 9, 222} 13, 701' 1.48 1 1 . 64 . 84 Do. 
1210+00-1227-++-00____---- 1, 700} 1,889) 2,807) 1.49) 1) 1} .48) 1.01) Sand. 
1227-++-00-1235+-35___.-..- 835 928} 1,863) 2.01 2 LT LS . 83 Do. 
1235+35-1240+00-_.__---- 465 516 865) 1.68 ut 1, . 87 81 Do. 
1240-++-00-1284-+-20______-- 4, 420) 4,911] 29, 593) 6.02 5 1; 5.41 61 Do. 
1284-+-20-1297-+-46______-- 1, 326] 1,473] 6,589) 4.47 4 1} 4,01 46 Do. 
1297+46-1312-++00__-__---- 1, 454/ 1,616} 9,454) 5.85 5 TV 6-30 46 Do. 
1312-++-00-1343-+-24.______. 8, 124; 3,417] 16,914) 4.96 6) <a 4: laze. 22 Do. 

Total eee eee 53, 024|58, 913/233, 625)... eee ah Ma ha I oe 

TA VORAGOS=-2 28 oe alt amen Shee Oro leaen [wae | 3.39 58 

1 Surface assumed to be 10 feet wide. ; 5 Actual width greater, due to turnouts and 
spreading of soft material under traffic. 

The roadway produced meets traffic requirements. 
It is smooth, and with moderate maintenance, will 
probably be durable. It is not as dustless as antici- 
pated, because a film of sand has been kept on the 
surface to absorb surplus oil. Evidently the heavy oil 
last applied has furnished unnecessary richness at the 
surface. Evidence is lacking that it added to the 
quality of the work. 

EMERGENCY OILED SAND ROAD IN IMPERIAL COUNTY 

In December, 1926, a heavy flood destroyed nearly 
2 miles of concrete pavement on the San Diego-El 
Centro road about 30 miles west of El Centro, Calif. 
The damaged road was paralleled by a broad expanse 
of sand in the Myers Canyon Wash, a strip of which 
was promptly oiled to serve as a detour pending 
reconstruction. Nominally 5 gallons per square yard 
of 60 to 70 per cent ‘“‘fuel oil’? was spread, but tests 
indicate that the actual rate of application was some- 
what less than 4 gallons per square yard; the excess 
having been used to attain extra width. The oil was 
mixed with the sand by cultivation and grading to 
a depth of about 7% inches. By the end of January, 

Cost per mile 

Item Equip- 

Labor ets Total 
supplies 

Preparing subgradGeueewenus]- esc. eee eee $25. 19 $65. 00 $90.19 
renching for surfaceiesece=-—- oc eten nee ance 93. 85 162. 00 255. 85 
Applying oil 222 So22 32222... 222 Sees ene 829. 92 | 1,406.00 | 2,235.92 
jt er eee ee ~ = a om et ie tee ee 1, 788.39 | 1,788.39 

Applying sand and cultivating .....--.2-__.-____._. 257. 16 180. 70 437. 86 
Dragging and final shaping. --_--.....--_---.-.-_-_-- 90. 21 86. 70 176. 91 
Sl gris SR Se ES ee ee ee ee ee 10. 46 | 10. 46 

Dotals 2S Sores coos 2s Soe ee eee 1, 296. 33 | 3,699.25 | 4,995.58 

Cost per square yard (6,100 square yards per 
mile) .cet Seo ASS EL. ee eee eee ee ieupsbiscer pikes ccs . 82 

TaBLE 15.—Analysis of samples from Nevada Federal-aid project 
No. 46—an oiled-sand road 

{Samples taken in June, 1926, two years after construction] 

A I\san 

ee © 5) Fraction of aggregate passing various 
section | 6,” Sieves (per cent) Oil 

: 45 con- 
Station ee = l tent 

a a er alal22*lelalalaialalalal sla els | gan] | S/S) o/ oa} o)/o/ 9) S/E/ESR/ E/E /alelE/a|alE1é FIA|@ Jeltiais(sisiei ers 
Ft.| Ins. | 

110, 32 eee ee eee 12. 0/5. 75} 4, 82/95. 8/95. 3/94. 8/90. 9)82. 5/69. 7/45. 7/27. 3) 8.9) 8.47 
SOQ EL a eee 13. 0)5. 05) 5. 71/98. 3/97. 9/97, 5/94. 4 84. 3/67. 9/48. 7/25, 4) 7.8) 7.27 
O00! Fe 22 ee. \11.5)7.05| 4. 33)90, 989. 7/88. 8/85. 1/75. 8)63. 9/43. 6/26. 9) 8.5) 6.40 
050. Fo. Cee eta 11.03.65} 3. 39/92. 5/90. 7/88. 8/84. 5/75. 2/62. 2/44. 6/29. 8/11. 2| 8. 20 
LOSD Sse See Oe ete 12. 5/4, 60} 3. 40/93. 0/91. 5/89, 9/84. 8)76. 3/66. 7/49. 6/34. 9/15. 5) 7.3 
1200 28S ee Fa ee 12.0)6.45) 6.02/87. 3/86. 2/85. 1/83. 4/75. 4/63. 8/42. 2/25. 0) 6. 7) 6. 7 

Mean...2....-- 12.0)5.42} 4.61/91. 3/_...|_...|_._.|78. 2|___|44. 9/28. 2] 9, 8| 17.40 

1 Equals 8.1 per cent of aggregate passing 10-mesh sieve. 

1927, the surface had attained a fair degree of con- 
solidation. On February 22 the center was support- 
ing heavily loaded trucks and ordinary automobiles 
were running over the detour at 40 miles an hour. 
The edges, subjected to comparatively little traffic, 
were still soft. 

A sample was taken on February 13 for test. All 
material passed the three-quarter-inch screen, 97.9 per 
cent passed the No. 3 screen, and 79.7 per cent passed 
the No. 10 sieve. The 10-mesh material had the 
following grading: 

Per cent 

Passing 10-mesh sieve sitoe.. 2s ee eee 100. 0 
Passing 20-mesh sieve_._-_..+=£--.-.-.2- 61. 0 
Passing, 30-mesh sic Veneer ee 36. 5 
Passing, 40=mesh sicvemes— = ae 26. 6 
Passing) 0-mesh! sie vice meee eee oe 18. 2 
Passing 100-mesh sieve... -..---022--- 28 8. 6 
Passing 200-mesh sieve___-.-2_.-2:-2_--— 4.9 

The oil content was 3.6 per cent of the total, or 4.5 
per cent of the 10-mesh material. 

The sand in this temporary road is coarser than any 
other treated soil described. The amount of silt and 
clay is negligible. The oil content is low, but the 
appearance of the road shows that ample was used. 

O 
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